SIMPLICITY—A TESTIMONY?

SAVING OUR EARTH, ONE LETTER AT A TIME
AMONG FRIENDS

Sharing Our Truths

As a student of print journalism, I am riveted by discussions around the detachment needed in balanced writing on any subject. It is true that media maintains an opening up of communication and information for all people, who then have the responsibility to discern what is the truth—for themselves individually, and then as members of the world community. Journalists are taught to conform their ways of interpreting truth, a surplus of techniques for reporting on it, and a strategy for becoming successful as writers—to first know their audience, and then to manipulate the language they use to fit them. This can be a valuable strategy for honing writing craft and style; but if motivated by “success” and money, and not integrity and community care, this strategy by journalists can and does lead to ignorance and deception.

What’s exceptional about FRIENDS JOURNAL’s place in the world of media is that our pages become a forum through which stories are told experientially, in Friends’ tradition. Some force that is Divine weaves through our lives to make each writer’s sense of Truth delicate and personal, leaving our messages open to a mass of interpretations by the entire community. Every writer for FRIENDS JOURNAL is a reporter on Truth. Can we really be so detached from the churning of life and history, and the direction in which we would like it to move—towards integrity, trust, and peace?

In Caroline Lanker’s “Simplicity: A Testimony?” (p. 14), she struggles with the many ways in which “simplicity” can be interpreted, and suggests that Friends reconsider simplicity as a testimony. “When we use language, it is necessarily a simplification of our intent,” she says, referring to the complex ways in which we humans must think if we are really to grow and learn. While exploring the paradoxes of simplicity, she asks us how it is possible to live our ideals, simply, while still living sensibly.

In a reprinted article from the March 15, 1964, issue of FRIENDS JOURNAL, Larry Miller speaks to the interpretation of God in “The Honest to God Debate and Friends” (p.16)—a debate that grips Friends to this day. Larry explains that author Bishop John A. T. Robinson, in his book Honest to God, questions the “established religious frames of reference” and is upset with “the unreality [when people] separate God and the world, and think of God as a separate entity.” The Bishop, Larry says, has laid “the ground for a new Christian radicalism,” through which a seeker “goes to the roots of . . . tradition in the search for truth.”

Every moment, the intricacies of our lives and experiences are communicating messages of Truth, even when they are complex, or are on topics that have been debated about for centuries. These messages can become creatures living inside each of us, steering our potential for compassion, love, and stewardship straight into the face of injustice, inequality, poverty, and exploitation. Thank you, Friends, for sharing your message—and understanding of Truth—with all of us.
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The purpose of marriage

In a letter in the Forum (F/Nov. 2004), Kent E. Erickson asked for a view of "what the social purpose is of the institution of marriage." I offer a short answer to that question, which is that the social purpose of the institution of marriage is to create a home. This shifts the question to the meaning and purpose of home. I find that the Book of Christian Discipline of Pacific Yearly Meeting (to which I belong) has much to say on "Home."

—Richard H. Reis
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Corporations and openness

In response to the article “Global Partnerships: Opening the Way toward Economic Justice and World Peace” by Lee B. Thomas Jr. (F/Nov. 2004): I’ve been attending Commission for Sustainable Development (CSD) meetings at the UN for the last four years as a representative of Quaker Earthcare Witness (QEW—formerly Friends Committee on Unity with Nature), and that is where I first heard the term “Global Partnership.” It was put forward as a way to address the need for funding to overcome the huge problems relating to human poverty (for example, access to potable water) in “developing” countries. The UN formally adopted the partnership idea at the World Summit for Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, South Africa, in August/September 2002.

The partners to be involved are (1) a funding agency, usually a for-profit corporation; (2) a governmental unit covering the region to be served; and (3) local NGOs from “civil society.” It sounds, on the surface, quite reasonable.

The NGO community at the UN was distressed, however, because the language being adopted included no guidelines or standards for fairness, for transparency, for protection of the environment, for respect for indigenous people’s rights, or even for monitoring or oversight by any UN or other body. In fact, language that would have provided a degree of safety was put forward and fought for, only to be struck out, time after time, by the JUSCANC nations (Japan, the U.S., Canada, Australia, and New Zealand). What was adopted amounts to a green light for corporations.

The worry comes from the inequality of power among the partners. The funding agency can call the shots, by withholding funds for any agreement it doesn’t like and by buying off opposition with support for pet projects, etc. The level of trust is very, very low.

As Quakers we try to look for that of God in everyone, to treat each person with respect and even love, hoping to reach the person’s heart, and quicken and affirm the goodness within. If we are talking about a small corporation doing business on a small scale, we can perhaps operate that way, as long as we are dealing with persons.

Human nature is perhaps constant; the earliest written literature is peopled by folks very much like us. But large corporations with global reach are a new thing, and though they fight to gain legal status as a person, it is not one. Although people working within a corporation certainly do, corporations themselves don’t have hearts to reach. What is “corporate nature?” Ralph Nader has likened corporations to “robot[s] with enormous capability for handling monumental amounts of data, issuing decisions directed toward maximizing profit.” Many people working within corporations feel helpless to influence their company’s policies, even a little.

A big part of the problem is that the locus of decision-making is so far from the people who will be affected by the decision. It is the opposite of democracy, where self-determination by the people is the highest value. It would be a rare case if the people at large made decisions about the well-being of their community based on maximizing profit for distant stockholders.

And the workings of corporate entities are not made public. The deliberations of the WTO (which is technically composed of member nations—not corporations—but which is dedicated to promoting corporate success) are secret. The competitive nature of the corporate world works against openness. It’s primarily about winning, about doing in or swallowing up opponents. General welfare may figure in somewhere down the line, or it may not.

Common understanding is that business is about competition. Trade is discussed in metaphors drawn from war and sports, and it’s hard for me to work up any trust. It would be easier if the common understanding led us to use organic metaphors, to speak naturally of the Earth as a body, of humans and others as components of this body, and of all transactions, including trade, as systems comprising this planetary body’s health.

—Mary Gilbert
Cambridge, Mass.
There are alternatives to giving up meat

I feel the need to speak up in response to Gracia Fay Ellwood’s article “Are Animals Our Neighbors?” (FJ April).

First of all I would like to thank Gracia Fay for bringing the deplorable condition of most of our domestic animals to our consciousness. Like her, I would probably become a vegetarian again if I had to eat meat offered in our stores. I was a vegetarian for ten years and my health really suffered.

But there is an alternative—maybe not immediately available to everyone, but if the demand for clean meat is there, it will become more readily available.

First, though, we need to look at our long history of involvement with our domesticated animals. It is more an issue of stewardship than animal liberation. We have taken these creatures under our care, fed them, bred them, and protected them from predators. A chicken or domesticated duck could not survive in the wild. Most of our animals have lost their instincts to even find food or successfully reproduce without our help. It is the rare chicken or the even rarer domesticated duck that will brood and raise its own young anymore. Sheep need special care when birthing. You get the idea—our animals have become degenerate and are in great need of selective breeding to bring back vigor and survival skills.

So a farmer has his or her task cut out. I have a small farm growing most of our own food, and I raise chickens, ducks, geese, and bees. A farm has what is called carrying capacity. Animals tend to multiply and soon pastures are overgrazed. In order to raise animals properly they need access to green grass. That’s the only way to keep them happy and healthy. They need to have space and be able to interact with others according to their species.

So what do you do with the excess bull calves or the 40 potential goslings my mother goose would gladly hatch each year?

This is our contract with our domesticated animals: the excess is ours. In the wild, predators will keep the herds healthy by culling the sick and weak. If we all become vegetarians there soon would be only a few nonfunctioning domestic animals left. And the integration of animals is essential for healthy farms. They graze the lands that can’t be tilled to produce a crop and they produce the fertility with their manure. This ideal is the foundation of the Biodynamic Farming and Gardening method started by the philosopher and spiritual scientist Rudolf Steiner in 1924 (see www.biodynamics.com).

In response to Gracia Fay’s argument that animal-based food is not necessary for human health, I would like to mention my own experiment with vegetarianism for ten years. My health was deteriorating and I was painful all the time. All this has reversed since I switched back to meat, milk, and eggs. There are about as many opinions on diet out there as there are people. But I found the soundest and most time-tested advice from the Weston A. Price Foundation (www.WestonAPrice.org) and their excellent quarterly Wise Traditions. They maintain that people on traditional meat-based diets—before all our modern, refined, and artificial stuff that’s called food—had perfect health, as documented by Weston A. Price in the 1930s, when he traveled the globe researching traditional people’s diets and dental health. He found that as soon as these people switched to a modern Western diet, degenerative diseases proliferated—especially in the generations following the change in diet.

It’s funny—you see the same thing in our domesticated animals. Since dairy cows have been confined indoors and fed rations and pot scrubbers for roughage, the average cow lasts maybe for one or two gestations, while cows on grass used to live 20 years and have a calf each year.

So what can we do, since most people don’t have the option to move to the country and raise their own food? First of all, withdraw our support from this exploitative system—gradually. Try to grow some of your own food, even if it is just a potted tomato plant. Dig up your back yard and your front yard and make a blooming, productive oasis of it. Join a CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) where a local farmer is paid upfront to supply you with fresh food each week of the growing season. Yes, you can, even in New York City! Buy at a farmers market. Local mobile butchers have mostly meat grown by small producers. Surf the Web to find a CSA. The Biodynamic Association and the Weston A. Price Foundation can link you up with conscientious producers. Cook from scratch, sprout some alfalfa or other seeds, and watch them—and yourself—come to life and health!

In conclusion I would like to touch upon the subject of our emotional involvement with animals. Of course, they are ensouled beings; their feelings of joy and pain, motherly love and attachment to each other speak to our own souls. But I would stop short before claiming that they have the Inner Light, that special consciousness of God within. As God’s creation they are precious like all of the created world, but I don’t see divine reason in their instinctual behavior. Maybe divine wisdom. I kill an animal in a reverential way, thankful for its sacrifice so that we can live.

I would like to close this letter with a poem by Christian Morgenstern that is very dear to me:

**The Washing of the Feet**

I thank you, strong and silent stone,
In thanks all beings are as one.
I thank you, strong and silent stone,
In thanks all beings are as one.
To plant life with your help I've grown.
I thank you, strong and silent stone,
In thanks all beings are as one.
I thank you, strong and silent stone,
In thanks all beings are as one.
I thank you, strong and silent stone,
In thanks all beings are as one.
I thank you, strong and silent stone.

—Heike-Marie Eubanks
Myrtle Point, Oreg.
Friends Peacemaking in Burundi

It would be hard for people to kill each other when they have been laughing and crying together in such a gathering. You end up by becoming friends.—Teenage workshop participant

Adrien Niyongabo from Burundi Yearly Meeting explains the quote above as follows: "Our second Healing and Rebuilding Our Community workshop in November 2004 gathered young Tutsi from the Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camp at Mutaho, and young Hutu from the communities surrounding the camp. In October 1993, most of these youths were under ten years old. From that time, they grew up separated for many years." Violence had broken out in Burundi in 1993 and many Hutu attacked Tutsi in the countryside forcing them into IDP camps, and the Tutsi army retaliated by killing many Hutu. This quote illustrates the essence of the Quaker peacemaking work in Burundi: the ability to get the two sides, Hutu and Tutsi, together to promote peace between the groups.

To visit Burundi Yearly Meeting is to be inspired. Considering that the members of Burundi Yearly Meeting live in the third-poorest country in the world, and that most live in remote, poorer-than-average areas upcountry, it amazes me what a tremendous amount of peacemaking work they do. In this article I will describe only some of their many activities, and give a lengthier description of one project.

Kibimba Peace Committee

In October 1993, in an incident that received international media attention, 72 Tutsi students from Kibimba Secondary School plus Matthias Ndimurwanko, the Tutsi principal of the Kibimba primary school, were herded by their Hutu neighbors into the building of the Ryanyoni gas station, which was then set on fire. Only two people escaped alive, one being Matthias. A year later he began the Kibimba Peace Committee with Aloys Ningabira, the director of Kibimba Hospital, to facilitate peace and reconciliation between the Hutu and Tutsi in the community. I wish I could report that Quaker peacemakers had been there to help, but we were not. Help came from the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC), which assigned a number of its volunteers to help rebuild the community. The first task was to reopen the primary school and to get both Tutsi and Hutu students to attend. In addition they reopened the Hospital in Kibimba, which had been closed during the fighting.

One of the first activities the Kibimba Peace Committee organized to promote peaceful contact between the Hutu villagers and the Tutsi soldiers stationed at Kibimba was Saturday football games (soccer to people in the United States). The villagers played against the Tutsi soldiers who only a year before had been killing the Hutu villagers. The catch was that there was no referee, so before the game the Peace Committee had to conduct a short peacemaking course on resolving the conflicts on the football field.

Recently, after a truce was established between the government and the main Hutu rebel group, the football peacemaking was expanded. In Kibimba the Peace Committee organized the usual match between the villages and the soldiers with no referee. At the end of the game they chose a mixed Tutsi soldier/Hutu village Kibimba team. In nearby Kabaguzo, a stronghold of the rebel group, the Hutu rebels and the local Hutu villagers played a game, and afterwards they formed a united Kabaguzo team. Then a refereed match took place between the Kibimba Tutsi soldier/Hutu village team and the Kabaguzo Hutu rebel/Hutu village team.

The prize for the winning team was a bull. I heard that the Kabaguzo team won and received the bull. In the spirit of the day, the winners slaughtered the bull and invited the losing team to share it with them. The Burundian Government was so impressed by this peacemaking activity that it asked Mi-PAREC (another Burundian group working for peace—see below) to organize similar matches throughout the country.

To facilitate communications between the Hutu and the Tutsi, and between the local people and the military stationed at Kibimba, the Kibimba Peace Committee also opened the Amahoro (Peace) Restaurant where everyone would be willing to come. To ensure that people would not be afraid of being poisoned, an MCC volunteer, Susan Seitz, managed the restaurant. When there was any dispute in the community, rather than letting it fester into possible violence, all sides would meet...
at the Amahoro Restaurant to discuss the situation. These are only a few of the many activities of the Kibimba Peace Committee.

When I was in Burundi in July 2002, I was unable to visit Kibimba because of fighting in the area. In August I returned and was told that during that fighting—unlike in 1993 when only Tutsi fled to the Kibimba compound—every ethnic group, Hutu, Tutsi, and Twa, fled to Kibimba, where they lived together until the danger had passed. I was told that this progress was due to the continuous work of the Kibimba Peace Committee.

Ministry of Peace and Reconciliation under the Cross (Mi-PAREC)

When I first visited Mi-PAREC in January 1999, it was a group of nine people from various denominations and ethnic groups who went into the Burundian countryside to give three-day peace seminars. The goal was to set up peace committees like the one in Kibimba. Shortly before my visit, four members of the team had led a seminar, and as they were closing up, they were arrested and put in jail for three days. They spent the time conveying their teachings to the military. In the end they were released, and the governor of the province promised to endorse their future workshops.

Mi-PAREC dreams, and then realizes those dreams. In 1999, Mi-PAREC was based in a small house in the Kwibuka Friends mission station. It had dreams of renting a large house in Gitega in order to facilitate its workshops. When I visited Gitega in 2001, it had not only rented a large house in which to hold seminars, but it had also rented a smaller one with a restaurant where it prepared food for the workshops and raised income during other times. By this time the dream was to build its own building. In August 2002, when I returned, Mi-PAREC had begun work on a three-story building with 48 sleeping places, a large meeting room, a computer room, a library, and a reception area—it was the largest building being constructed in Gitega. Do not assume that they had received a large grant to do this. The building was self-financed by the proceeds of the workshops that the ministry conducted, and they were doing the construction themselves. The Mi-PAREC driver, who had once been in construction, was overseeing the project. This building has since been completed, and a second one of almost equal size is now under construction.

Magarama II Peace Primary School

In Burundi, students were formerly taught that Tutsi were racially superior to peasant Hutus and therefore should rule the country. The Peace Primary School was started by Modeste Karerwa shortly after the beginning of the Crisis (as the Burundians call it) in 1993. The goal for its almost 700 students from preschool through sixth grade was to teach the prescribed curriculum in the morning and peace education in the afternoon. This goal included visiting other children in IDP camps and orphanages (only 22 percent of primary age children go to school in Burundi), and developing peaceful relationships between its Tutsi, Hutu, and Twa students, parents, and teachers.
AGLI has introduced programs into schools worldwide. Caning (paddling) of students, teacher abuse of students, and sexual harassment of students by teachers are major issues in African schools, as elsewhere in the world including the United States. The Peace Primary School begins teaching children's rights to students in first grade using the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child as a foundation. Every week, each class elects a monitor to assess the application of these children's rights in the classroom. On Fridays the monitors meet with Modeste and the parents' committee leaders and gives a report of any misconduct. When I asked Modeste what they do when misconduct occurs, she told me that it never happens. I am confident that the school has created an atmosphere where the students and their rights are fully respected.

**Trauma Healing and Reconciliation Services**

I work with the African Great Lakes Initiative (AGLI), sponsored by Friends Peace Teams, an initiative that strengthens, promotes, and supports peace activities in the Great Lakes region of Africa. AGLI has introduced programs into Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, and Kenya, including workshops; and it has worked hard across ethnic groups to restore relations that were destroyed by violence. In 1998, AGLI sent letters to all yearly meetings in the African Great Lakes region asking if they would like to have a delegation visit them. David Niyonzima of Burundi Yearly Meeting responded immediately, returned with a master's degree in Counseling from George Fox University in Oregon. In April 2003, THARS received a large U.S. Agency for International Development grant through Search for Common Ground, a U.S./European NGO that promotes conflict resolution in selected countries of the world including Burundi—becoming the first organization in Burundi to work with victims of torture. As part of this work, THARS set up listening rooms throughout Burundi and trained local Burundians to work with people who have been severely tortured and abused. When I heard some of the cases THARS has treated, I cried; I was distressed that any human could do such things to others. Such is the nature of things in a country where the social fabric has been mostly destroyed. If healing does not take place, then a new cycle of violence will occur. And, even without a new cycle, the effects of the violence to date will carry on to the seventh generation, as the Bible warns.

**Friends Women's Association**

A 17-year-old girl came to the Friends Women's Association's (FWA) AIDS counselors, promotes, and supports peace activities. In the West, we perceive trauma to be a personal issue; but in countries racked by the widespread violence that occurred in the Great Lakes area, trauma is also a societal problem.

The first community targeted was the Mutaho IDP camp and its surrounding area.
Mutaho is about 25 miles north of Gitega, which is right in the center of Burundi. The Mutaho area was one of the areas in Burundi most destroyed by the fighting. The commercial center of Mutaho, once a large square with two-story buildings on all sides and a marketplace in the center, has been completely destroyed. Many Hutu and Tutsi in this area killed each other during the conflict in 1993. The two groups became separated when the Tutsi moved to IDP camps, while the more numerous Hutu stayed on their plots in the countryside. Former neighbors and friends became enemies. This is how the situation has remained for the last ten years, with little communication between the two groups.

Six workshops were held, each with ten Tutsi from the IDP camps and ten Hutu from the surrounding community coming together to participate. Two of these workshops were with youths who have lived close by but separated since 1993. The climax of this effort came on January 23 when a community gathering/celebration was held for all 120 people who had attended the workshops.

Each workshop is three days long. The first day is structured in order to develop a secure environment where everyone can feel free to talk. There is an introduction to psycho-social trauma (a new concept to most of the participants), a presentation on the causes and symptoms of trauma, followed by small-group discussions on the effects of trauma on the participants, and a closing relaxation exercise. On the second day, participants focus on good listening skills, learning about grief and loss, anger. The third day brings introductions to a “tree of mistrust” and a “tree of trust,” which lead to a “trust walk” where each Hutu participant is blindfolded and led around by a Tutsi participant, and then vice versa. The workshop ends with testimonials and evaluation.

Here are some excerpts from these testimonials:

We all are carrying very heavy burdens from what we passed through. Speaking for myself, I have been holding a big grief within me for many days. I give thanks to a Hutu family that agreed to hide me after my mum, brothers, and other relatives were brutally killed. Although I escaped, I witnessed the death of my loved ones. It hurts! Coming from my exile, I found that there is nothing that I could do to bring back my loved ones. I decided not to seek revenge. Rather, I started to create good relationships with the killers of my family members although it looks bizarre to some individuals. Still, I have my big traumas to deal with. Thanks so much for having invited me to this workshop. I feel much lighter than when I came. I got a wonderful opportunity to speak about my sufferings. The workshop has been healing for me. Thanks again. (Tutsi participant)

I liked the fact that we came from different churches as Hutu and Tutsi. Days ago, we could not gather like this. I was amused by how nobody could notice all those differences that way once back in our communities.

Although these people are dealing with societal problems, it is clear that hurt from the conflict includes anger and violence within the family. It seems that societal violence and family violence are closely linked. One of the more important aspects of these workshops is that often they result in more peaceful family relationships, as indicated in this story:

I would have been the big loser if death had taken me away before having attended this HROC workshop. I had seen how happy are those who came from these workshops you are organizing and I wondered what they were given. I was overloaded with my bad feelings and this workshop has been an opportunity for me to put down some of them. Moreover, I had been quarreling with my wife and many times I used violence over her. Thank God that I have learned how I can manage my anger. I am ready to change and bring peace in my family.

We decided to do two of the workshops with youths. If there is another round of violence in Burundi, it is these hurting youths who will be recruited into the groups that will promote any violence that occurs. These workshops gathered young people, half Tutsi and half Hutu, from the Mutaho area. Most of them were
This idea was to go to Girega prison to meet a group of Tutsi widows living in the area; the police chief wanted them to follow up on an idea expressed by one of them during their last workshop. This idea was to go to Girega prison to meet the Mutahau Hutu former officials. "Maybe wrongdoers."

The last report is that the women have gone to Gitega to ask the provincial administration for permission to visit the prisoners.

The followup workshops had two main topics. In the morning small groups shared: "What did I get from the HROC workshop I attended and how is it helping me, in my life and my community?"

The afternoon focused on "Level of Trust in my Community." It is clear that many of the participants had taken to heart the message—it is necessary to care for others, no matter who they may be. Here are some comments:

These teachings helped to change people's minds. Before we attended these workshops, we feared to meet with persons from the opposite ethnicity even if we did not know anything bad about him or her. But now, there is no more fear and the hatred has been replaced by love. I am a Hutu. Whenever I was passing near the IDP camp, in my mind, it felt as though all the Tutsi we crossed were suspicious of me. But now, when I pass near the same IDP and see these people, we hug each other, laugh, and chat. I think that this is a lesson and a model for those who see us as enemies."

The skills that I got in the workshop that I attended have enabled me to be compassionate in helping others. A few days ago, in the queue at the hospital, I saw a woman sitting under a banana tree, crying and saying things like a crazy person. I immediately went to her, sat beside her and held her in my arms. She kept on crying. After a while, she stopped crying and looked at me very surprised. I told her that I felt pity to see her alone. I asked her what happened and she told me that her child had passed away. I listened to her and we finally sent somebody to go and call her husband. This was a great experience for me. I did not expect that I would be empowered to that level.

Now I am able to manage my anger. Before the HROC workshop I attended, I used to be angry to the point that I would later plan to come and kill the one who made me angry. Now I am eager to accept that problems can erupt among people and still there will be a way to resolve them instead of killing each other. I now feel proud of myself because my neighbors keep coming to me asking for advice. Surely they know better than anyone else that the changes in my behavior are real.

I am a muchingantabe [a wise man who helps adjudicate local cases]. I used to ask for bribes from one of the two parties in conflict so that I could give him or her favor. Just after the last day of the workshop I attended, one woman came to me with money in her hands. Trying
to hand it to me, she said that she wanted me to help her to win a case against her neighbors. I listened to her and when she was done, I quietly told her that I could not touch her money. Instead, I suggested that she could go and meet the one with whom she was in conflict and try to talk about the issue. Two days later, she came back happy, for they were able to resolve the issue by themselves. Another man came with the same intention, but still I refused the bribe. I told him that I am no longer the same person they used to see. HROC has changed me. I am happy that people in my community know that I have abandoned that worthless habit and that they can unify by themselves. Thanks for the HROC workshop because I have got Light and courage. I have become conscious that bribery is one of the roots of the mistrust tree. And I have uprooted it.

In the follow up workshop for the youths, the youths said that if the adults stay with the hatred, then young people should play the mediators. Unfortunately, the mistrust community. Here is the report of one young woman:

I am a Tutsi living in the IDP camp. I was around ten when the war reached our area. I remember the day when Hutu beat my young brother to death. My mum asked our Hutu neighbor to escort her so that she could take my brother to the hospital. Pitilessly, he told her "Don't you know where you have buried your husband? Take him there too." Hopelessly my mum and I went to the hospital, but my brother died in mum's arms before we could reach it. We turned back and took the trail to the cemetery. Only two of us, two females, buried my brother. This would never have happened before the war. After we were done, we went home crying. Since that time, I considered the Hutu people to be a monster, as well as his wife and children—as we say in Kirundi, "The mouse's baby is victim of his mum's hate." After the HROC workshop I attended, I would sit and meditate. One day, I decided to rebuild the destroyed relationship with that family. Unfortunately, the man had died. Still, I went to his daughter, who is almost my age, and told her my sad story. I openly told her that this was the only reason that I hated them. She was very sorry to hear about what her father had done to us. In tears, she humbly asked if I would be eager to forgive her father though he had died, her family, and her too. I responded to her that this was my purpose in coming and talking with her. We are now friends—real friends. I have forgiven them. Without HROC workshop skills, especially the tree of trust, I am not sure if I would have come to that decision.

FRIENDS JOURNAL

A Sign of Hope

In 1934, evangelical Friends from Kansas established the first mission site in Burundi at Kibimba. I chuckle to myself every time I read that the Religious Society of Friends is declining, since what people mean is that it is declining in the United States or Britain. When I first went to Burundi in 1999, I was told that there were 9,000 adult members. Now there are over 15,000 members, an increase of 67 percent in six years. Since it takes two years of attendance in classes to become a member, and since children are not included, Burundi Yearly Meeting may involve over 30,000 people.

This is not to say that Burundi Yearly Meeting is perfect. In a country with years of violent conflict, mistrust among people—including those in Burundi Yearly Meeting—is common. In the summer of 2003 there was a major leadership crisis in the yearly meeting. The crisis seems now to be mostly resolved. Resources are extremely limited and there is much competition among the hard-working, dedicated staff of the various organizations to acquire more resources. Nonetheless, the peacemaking work continues with the groups mentioned in this article and with many others.

The growth and work of Burundi Yearly Meeting offers hope for all Friends around the world. We are a small Religious Society. What we do best is to bring two sides of a conflict together in a nonviolent setting to settle differences in a peaceful way. This is how we help bring the Peaceable Reign of God here on Earth.
Every autumn I am reminded of a precious lesson I was once given, a glimpse of truth about the Light that shines through us to illuminate what is beyond sadness and loss. Thanks to this gift, I see things differently, imagining the open places grief carves in us as apertures for the Light of God, or certain wavelengths of that Light. But I am getting ahead of the story:

That year, October was especially lovely; for me, achingly lovely. The hills around my home in northeast Iowa were ablaze with storybook hues of red, gold, brown, and orange. The air was sharp and clear, scented like homemade cider. It should have been the first birthday season of my first child, a little boy named Lars. Instead, it was the ninth month since his sudden death, and it still seemed agonizingly painful to live without him.

My son had been a chubby, bright-eyed baby who was welcomed with love by his father and me. We had recently achieved our dream of living in the country and had found jobs in the nearby town where my husband graduated from college. We were excited when we learned I was pregnant, and our efforts to do everything right took us to local midwives and a friendly physician, who together helped us prepare for the birth. I was in my 30s and pregnancy was not altogether easy, but we took it in stride. I stopped working early to rest and prepare. Then Lars arrived, born quickly and easily. He immediately transformed our lives, turning us from self-absorbed young adults into happy parents, even if tired and a little uncertain.

We celebrated with family and friends, and Lars quickly became an important person at our small Quaker meeting and in our larger community of well-wishers. How we laughed and marveled at this new person, watching in awe and satisfaction as he grew and changed so quickly. At three months he responded to silly faces and gurgled happily as he kicked a colorful plastic chain pinned to his sock. We had a wonderful Christmas together. Lars seemed to like all the attention he received during the holidays, and his eyes brightened at gifts like a new rattle with bright Christmas colors that played “Jingle Bells.”

It was just after New Year’s and time for my first day back at work. Lars was alert and happy that morning as I read to him, nursed him, and got us both dressed. As I buckled him into his car seat, he was smiling so broadly that I took a few moments to snap the last pictures left on a roll of film. Away we drove to the babysitter’s house, where Lars would stay on weekday afternoons.

Four hours later, I was wrapping up work. It was nearly time to leave to get my son, feed him, and head home, over the snowy hills, when the phone rang. It was the babysitter’s husband. He was upset. Lars was having trouble breathing, he said. An ambulance was already taking him to the hospital. As I tried to understand, I had no idea how quickly life could change from happiness to tragedy. My perfect little boy was boundlessly healthy, I told myself, and my life was not a soap opera.

Ann Y. Robinson is a member of Decorah (Iowa) Meeting and a longtime active attender of Des Moines Valley Meeting. She lives in Ashland, Mo.
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Then something changed. There was a vibration around me, almost a buzzing, as if from a late-summer bee caught between the windowpanes. The room became deeply quiet. I became aware that someone was standing behind me. I felt gentle, comforting hands on my shoulders, yet the pastor leading the meditation was still in the front of the room, and the others were all sitting in their places. I had heard no one else come in.

Somehow, even though I had not turned around, I could feel that the one behind me was smiling, in a perplexed, indulgent way, as you might when you lovingly reprimand a child's misbehavior. My every sense was intent on this presence. I did not look behind, but stayed very still because I didn't want to miss the quiet voice that was speaking to me. Tenderly, very tenderly, but also with a chastising tone, I heard my name spoken, and then the words, “You haven't figured it out yet, have you?”

The soft, everyday words, as from a friend, were clear to me—and surprising: “Don't be concerned about the hole in
by Caroline Lanker

I BELIEVE
THERE ARE
SEVERAL WAYS
IN WHICH
WE GO ASTRAY
IN OUR DESIRE
FOR SIMPLICITY.

and some restriction in meaning. There are a number of meanings for “simple” or “simplify” that have no relation to Friends’ beliefs and may, in fact, be contradictory to them.

The Friends Testimony on Simplicity seems to be a surrogate for other things, rather than a virtue unto itself. In particular, it seems to be a surrogate for the following:

1. Humility.
2. Putting our priorities in order; that is, putting a higher priority on the spiritual practices we value—meditation and prayer, obedience to the Inner Light, obedience to God, etc.—than on personal wealth, material possessions, fame, beauty, or accomplishments.
3. Being good stewards of our Earthly home, using its resources wisely and sparingly, not taking more than our share.

But if these are our goals, why don’t we make them our testimonies? The word simplicity can mean a lot of other things, as well. I submit that we should reconsider whether simplicity deserves the status of a testimony.

I believe that there are several ways in which we can, and often do, go astray in our desire for simplicity.

In a somewhat subtle misconception, Friends often interpret simplicity to mean living simple lives. We wish we weren’t so busy and under so much stress. But is either busyness or a stressful life a moral, ethical, or spiritual failing? We may long for this kind of simplicity merely because we are tired or burned out. But many people who are living in the Spirit are very busy and all of us undergo periods of stress in our lives.

That can be a very real problem. For five years of my life, I was a single, custodial parent with three minor children. During that time I had a full-time career that required frequent travel. It is not a life I would wish on anyone.

Today, my children are self-supporting adults, I am remarried and retired. My life is very much simpler and less stressful now. But that change did not happen because I have become a better Quaker. It happened as the circumstances of my life changed.

We may think that if we could just simplify our lives, then we would be able to focus on the things that are really important—including our spiritual lives. When I first retired, I had the idea that, since I no longer had to spend such significant amounts of time working at a job, I would be better able to follow the leadings of the Spirit. What I have found is that hearing the still, small voice—much less heeding it—is no easier now. I have become active in my yearly meeting and have done some service for it. I have felt, to a certain extent, that I was meant to do this. But I was active in Friends when I was a single parent, too. I don’t feel that I am living a spirit-led life any more today than I was then. I fear that what is needed for me to go the next step is to really transform myself—to allow myself to change in ways unlike what I have been willing to do before.

Even when it comes to applying simplicity to material things, we see a large variation in the interpretation of the Testimony of Simplicity. One Friend may buy cheap furniture at flea markets, while another buys finely crafted furniture with simple lines, and a third has a house furnished with antiques that have been passed down in the family for generations. Each may cite Quaker simplicity as the reason.

We may have the highest intentions of practicing simplicity, of avoiding materi-
alism and conspicuous consumption. We avoid spending money on things we don’t really need. That is turned into “being careful with our money,” which translates to being tightfisted. But, in being tightfisted, we are actually placing a high priority on money, when our higher aim is to place a low priority on material things. Let us not judge ourselves or each other harshly on this issue. Most of us may not be able to help being tightfisted. Money evokes strong emotions. It represents much more than materialism. It also provides things like education for our children and security in our old age. But, if we cannot avoid tightfistedness, at least let us recognize it for what it is and not make a virtue of it.

Other problems that the Testimony of Simplicity bring to Friends are a propensity to be proud of our own simplicity and to judge each other by our ideals of simplicity. Historically, Friends have been eldred or perhaps even read out of meeting for too-worldly ways. That seldom happens today, but wouldn’t many Friends cluck if someone were to come to meeting driving a Hummer?

One story in my family illustrates both the odd ways Quakers sometimes interpret simplicity and the propensity to judge each other for their odd ways. My dear Quaker mother disapproved, and gossiped to me about it, when an older Quaker cousin who bought only black cars, in keeping with Quaker simplicity, arrived at a family gathering in a new black Lincoln, which he called “a sort of a Ford.”

Another concern I have about simplicity is this: do we sometimes simplify our own lives at the expense of others? If I do not own a car, I may frequently need to ask for a ride from someone else. If a meeting does not own property, it depends on individuals or other organizations for meeting places. I don’t doubt that there are some Friends who are led by the Spirit to live materially very simple lives. But, as with many other leadings, they may need the support and encouragement of other Friends who respect but do not share their leading. Therefore, some simplicity is not for everyone.

Another family story illustrates how a misplaced emphasis on “simplicity” could cause real harm to another person. My Quaker grandmother had a hired maid or cleaning woman for many years. During the depression, someone in her meeting asked her how she could continue to justify that extravagance, when times were so tight. Had my grandmother been swayed by this reasoning and fired the cleaning woman, it would have deprived the woman of a job at a time when any job was hard to come by.

These examples and stories illustrate the problems we can have, or cause, when we apply the Testimony of Simplicity with too little Light. But there is a way in which simplicity itself may actually be undesirable; this is in simplifying our thinking. The world is a very complicated place. Do we try to simplify our thinking by denying the complexities inherent in it?

Our minds are designed to simplify. For one thing, they are designed to recognize patterns. And when we use language, it is necessarily a simplification of our intent. These are ways for us to grasp a Creation that is too complex for us to comprehend. They help us make sense of the world around us. In this way, we cannot help but simplify the world in our thinking.

We need to recognize the complexity of the world and not attempt to make it simpler than it is. One reason for this is to be humble before God. I believe that attempts to deny the complexity of the world are attempts to deny the true Creation (not the simplified stories of Creation in the Bible). God created a world so complex that we humans cannot get our brains around it. Scientists keep trying to figure it out, but no matter how much they learn, most admit to discovering more questions than answers.

Consider just one aspect of the universe, namely the enormous variations in scale. Physicists can now detect the existence of quarks, which make up the former “elementary particles” such as protons, which make up atoms, which make up molecules, large numbers of which are required to make up a structural element, such as the nucleus, of a cell. It takes a lot of different parts to make up a complete cell that is so small it takes a microscope to see it. The number of cells it takes to make up a tiny living thing, such as a flea, is enormous. A human being is many orders of magnitude larger than a flea. To make a human being takes a number of cells so large that we cannot really comprehend it. One person could not count the cells in a human body, one by one, in a lifetime. But, at the other end of the scale, humans are incredibly small.

The Earth we live on is so much larger than we are that we do not perceive its curvature when we are standing on it. But the Earth is a modest-sized planet in a solar system that is a minor speck in a galaxy that is one of an untold number of galaxies in a universe that is so large that our largest telescopes cannot see to the edge of it—if it even has an edge.

To give an example that may be more pertinent, the number of people on Earth is now several billion. One person, in a lifetime, can only meet—let alone get to know—a very small sample of those people. We rely on news broadcasts, books, and other media for all of our knowledge of the rest. The information we get in this way about people we have never met is, unavoidably, very much simplified. And, to add to the problem, each individual person is very complex.

By contrast, fictional characters and settings created by humans are very simple. Clever authors evoke a mental picture of a character in a couple of sentences. More extensive character development is reserved for the major characters in a book or movie. Critics sometimes praise an author for creating complex and nuanced characters. But the most complex character created by a human author is a simplified approximation of the complexity of any real person.

We should not simplify our thought in such a way that we fail to treat each real person as a whole, complex individual. Simplified thinking can lead to stereotyping and half-truths. Do you think that Friends don’t stereotype? How much do you think you know about a person
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The “Honest to God” Debate and Friends

by Larry Miller

The paperback *Honest to God*, by John A.T. Robinson, Bishop of Woolwich in England, has apparently sold more quickly than any new book of serious theology in the history of the world. Already over 350,000 copies have been published in English, with printing also in other languages. In Great Britain the book has stirred up television and radio broadcasts, newspaper and magazine reviews, cartoons, and, last but not least, condemnation and debate in the Bishop’s own denomination, the Church of England. The Archbishop of Canterbury has given his comment in a pamphlet, *Image—Old and New*; a reply entitled “For Christ’s Sake” has been written.

Modern terms. What is called for is a “radical recasting” of religious thought, in the process of which our most fundamental categories of thinking—of God, of the supernatural, of religion itself—must go into the melting. Robinson even dares to suggest that, in order to make the new transpositions in thinking, we may have to give up using the word “God” for a generation.

In questioning the established religious frames of reference, he attacks particularly the traditional Christian belief in God as a supernatural being. He recognizes that many modern-day Christians have rejected the original “three-decker” thinking of God “up there” (with earth and hell the other levels) for a spiritualized “out there” theology. But he is still dissatisfied, because both conceptions have one thing in common: they separate God and the world and think of God as a separate entity. The Bishop believes that modern man is right in recognizing the unreality of this conception, no matter how much it is spiritualized.

The paperback *Honest to God*, by John A.T. Robinson, Bishop of Woolwich in England, has apparently sold more quickly than any new book of serious theology in the history of the world. Already over 350,000 copies have been published in English, with printing also in other languages. In Great Britain the book has stirred up television and radio broadcasts, newspaper and magazine reviews, cartoons, and, last but not least, condemnation and debate in the Bishop’s own denomination, the Church of England. The Archbishop of Canterbury has given his comment in a pamphlet, *Image—Old and New*; a reply entitled “For Christ’s Sake” has been written.

Initially, a word should be said about the sociological background of the Bishop’s thinking. He lives in a country where no more than ten percent of the population go to church (any church), and even some of these turn up only for the special Holy Days, or for baptism, marriage, and burial. There is in his country, or for that matter anywhere on the Continent, nothing of the popularity of religion which Americans take for grant

by O. Fielding Clarke; and the publishers of the controversial paperback have now issued a sequel entitled *The Honest to God Debate*, containing for the most part excerpts from the reviews of *Honest to God*.
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Where, then, does he turn for his structures of thought, and what does he believe?

He is a disciple of three thinkers whose ideas have been in circulation within the small world of theologians for many years. First, there is Paul Tillich. Some Tillich quotations, as found in *Honest to God*, will best present his point of view:

The name of this infinite and inexhaustible depth and ground of all being is God. That depth is what the word God means. And if that word has not much meaning for you, translate it, and speak of the depth of your life, of the source of your being, of your ultimate concern, of what you take seriously without any reservation. Perhaps, in order to do so, you must forget everything traditional that you have learned about God, perhaps even that word itself. For if you know that God means depth, you know much about him. You cannot then call yourself an atheist or unbeliever. For you cannot think or say: Life has no depth! Life is shallow. Being itself is surface only. If you could say this in complete seriousness, you would be an atheist; but otherwise you are not. He who knows about depth knows about God.

The Bishop explains in what way this God is personal:

For this way of thinking, to say that "God is personal" is to say that "reality is of ultimate significance in the constitution of the universe, that in personal relationships we touch the final meaning of existence as nowhere else.... To believe in God as love means to believe that in pure personal relationship we encounter, not merely what ought to be, but what is, the deepest, veriest truth about the structure of reality. This, in the face of all evidence, is a tremendous act of faith. But it is not the feat of persuading oneself of the existence of a super-Being beyond this world endowed with personal qualities. Belief in God is the trust, the well-nigh incredible trust, that to give ourselves to the uttermost in love is not to be confounded but to be "accepted," that Love is the ground of our being, to which ultimately we "come home."

Secondly, John Robinson draws heavily upon the thinking of Rudolf Bultmann, who believes that "in order to express the 'trans-historical' character of the historical event of Jesus of Nazareth, the New Testament writers used the 'mythological' language of pre-existence, incarnation, ascen and descent, miraculous intervention, cosmic catastrophe, and so on, which... makes sense only on a now antiquated world view." Christianity, therefore, must be "de-mystified" in order to get at the essence of the Gospel.

Finally, the Bishop looks to the works of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the World War II German martyr, who felt that the presentation of the Christian Gospel cannot be based any longer on "the premise of religion." Man in the 20th century increasingly doubts that religion is necessary. He has no sense of sin, no desire for personal salvation. Bonhoeffer, and Robinson with him, feels that this state of affairs can lead

Then and now:
Larry Miller in 1969, and (inset) in 2004, both photos taken at Friends General Conference gatherings

...death is not a humanist or naturalist. God is not man and nature. God is the beyond in the midst, is transcendent depth and ground. And God as ground of our being cannot but be represented at one and the same
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by Arden Buck

Like most of us, my wife, Betsy, and I want to leave the world a bit better for our having been in it. This takes on more urgency for us as grandparents of a delightful three-year-old. We don’t want our grandkids to ask, “What were you doing while the Earth was getting ruined?” and have to respond, “Not much—we just watched it on TV.” Instead, we want to leave a positive legacy for them and, equally important, for others around the world.

The best legacy we can imagine is to help make a world in which people treat each other with more kindness than is now the case, and a world in which people can still be delighted by the richness and mysteries of the web of life. And we want to leave a world that is still livable: less stripped of its resources, less polluted, and less disrupted politically and climatologically.

Priorities

Like most, we are flooded with appeals to help with the many urgent causes involving war, human rights, environmental degradation, and others. We have to employ triage. Our reasoning goes like this:

Arden Buck is a member of Boulder (Colo.) Meeting.

violence of all kinds leaves scars, lost lives, ongoing hatred, and wounded societies on both sides—yet life somehow continues.

But environmental damage is different. A lost species is lost forever. An old-growth forest, destroyed along with its rich diversity, is gone for countless generations. Toxicity may persist for centuries or millennia. Species, habitats, and indigenous cultures are now being extinguished at an alarming rate. Before long we may have seen the last whale, elephant, or tiger in the wild—something we have had with us all our lives and have always assumed our grandchildren would enjoy as well. It seems to us that protecting what remains of the world’s natural richness and diversity is the most valuable gift we can give to our offspring and to the world.

A Special Group

Among the groups that we support, we receive the best payback on our time and resources from a tiny organization that operates worldwide with remarkable success: Global Response. This organization has proved extremely effective in preventing the destruction of natural treasures and indigenous cultures by helping people write letters. Its staff of three is directed by Paula Palmer, a member of Boulder (Colo.) Meeting.

In this age of economic globalization, giant corporations roam the world seeking places where protections are weak and local populations are vulnerable, to exploit for labor and resources. Global Response counters these assaults by mounting very carefully targeted letter-writing campaigns. Betsy and I have joined this global letter-writing community that spans 100 countries and also includes children and young people. We write actual letters rather than faxes or e-mails.

The Global Response campaigns are designed to directly influence governmental and corporate decision makers, whose actions can determine the fate of entire ecosystems and our global climate. Global Response achieves impressive results. When an official in a Third-World province or the president of a large corporation walks into the office to find his or her desk piled high with letters from all over the world, and when the letters are protesting some questionable action the official thought few people knew about, this gets attention in a big way.

Through these campaigns, Global Response letter writers help save several
Photos, from left, show a few locations where issues are being addressed by Global Response: in Uganda, working to stop construction of a large dam; in India, with a group working on toxics issues; in Indonesia, stopping contamination from mining; in Central Africa, working to save an endangered primate habitat; in Ecuador, protecting a cloud forest.

parts of our Earth each year.

The organization works closely with local grass-roots groups who know best what is needed, and with other environmental groups. It has developed a trusting relationship with indigenous groups all over the world, amplifying their voices through the letter campaigns. It is the only group that we know of with this kind of focus. It does this amazing work on a very small budget, stretching every dollar to its limit.

In an arena where a 20-percent success rate is considered good, of the campaigns Global Response has been involved in, 44 percent have been successful. As a board member, I have observed how such a high success rate is achieved: enthusiastic letter-writing members, painstaking research of issues, close partnering with local organizations, strategic targeting of letter campaigns, and careful use of its slim funds.

Successes

Working with local and international partners, this feisty little group has taken on giants like Shell Oil and the World Bank on specific issues, and won. Recent victories for Global Response include blocking a pipeline through a national park in Russia and canceling construction of a poisonous aluminum smelter in Patagonia.

The largest of Pakistan's national parks, in an area of great scenic beauty and ecological importance, contains archaeological sites dating back 5,500 years, and 20,000 indigenous people depend on its resources for survival. All this was threatened by an illegal contract to drill for oil, which was stopped with the help of Global Response letter writers. The local partner there wrote: “Against heavy odds, the campaign to force Shell Oil Co. out of the protected Kirthar National Park has succeeded! . . . Shell Oil could not withstand the flood of Global Response letters. It is a great victory for conservationists all over the world.”

For a year and a half, Global Response letters and public
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Suchness

full moon holding its crescent ghost
cool egg curving in your warm hand
your small face upside down in the polished bowl
of the spoon
tap, crack the egg, watch the beauty
of the curved spoon
scraping the curve of the empty bowl

lift tea to your lips—stirred, sweetened
sip flowers
ice melted in a basin cut by river rapids
waterfall
touch the dry bee on its side, wings still
hear the ghost of its tap on the peeled paint window sill

how important to see your father’s face in death

a few grains of dry rice rattling in bone china

pearl of your silence
one moment of mockingbird
white brilliance and silence of snow
ghosted child in an empty field
green seed seen through the translucent skin of the grape

I hear where you now live it snows year round

bowl of a boat
book with empty pages
hat curved to the contour of a bald head
pig’s bladder balloon

eggplant
cloud
bottle
womb

a dozen gold seeds hidden beneath the pillow
of a bed long unused

mask of beaten gold

what does the baby hold so tightly
in his curled hand?

by Kelley Jean White

Kelley Jean White is a member of Germantown Meeting in Philadelphia, Pa.
Shortly after my 30th birthday, I met God for the first time in my life. I was in a bank when it happened. No, I wasn’t relaxing on some serene riverbank with birds flying overhead, the sun reflecting off the gently rippling water, and the grass swaying in the breeze. I was in the other kind of bank, a bricks-and-steel financial institution, a place where some people are thought to worship money. And no, I wasn’t in this bank to collect my fortune in lottery winnings or to be given the keys to the vault—nothing so extraordinary. I was merely working there, in a windowless room in the basement, when God’s presence in my life suddenly became real in a way it never had been before.

I’d grown up in a liberal Quaker family and had heard since I was small that "There is that of God in everyone." My childhood image of God was of a tiny man (yes, dressed in white robes with a long white beard!) perched on top of my heart. God is within us, I learned from Friends around me. I took comfort in this closeness; but as a practical matter, God was not very different from my own conscience, helping me to discern right from wrong. My relationship with God for the first 30 years of my life was more intellectual than personal.

One day the vice president of the bank where I was the controller stopped by my office. He confided that the bank president had instructed him to fire an employee without cause. The vice president was respectful of authority and always followed instructions, but he struggled with the morality of firing an employee who had done nothing wrong. He and I discussed the issue from all angles but could not come up with a solution to his problem. Both choices, firing the employee or refusing to follow an order, seemed wrong to him. After the vice president left my office, I continued to worry about his dilemma. I considered him a friend and wished I had been able to help him solve this problem.

Up until this point in my life, I did not exactly believe in prayer. Praying to "that of God" in myself seemed suspiciously like praying to myself, an idea that seemed as narcissistic as it did pointless. In any event, I did not understand God as the kind of personal being who gets involved with my daily struggles. I figured it was my responsibility to use my best judgment and rational skills to solve problems—people who thought prayers "worked" were fooling themselves. Perhaps the act of praying made some people feel better, I conceded. But this comfort was due more to the power of autosuggestion than to any divine response to prayer.

So there I sat at my desk in the basement of the bank, pondering the difficult situation faced by my friend. Because I could not conceive of any other way to assist him, my thoughts turned to the possibility of prayer. I still considered prayer a silly waste of time, but I did know many good, respectable people who believed otherwise. In this case, I told myself, I’ve run out of options. Besides, even if it doesn’t help, it certainly can’t hurt. So I decided to pray for my friend.

My prayer was hardly one of deep faith and conviction. It was more like, "OK, God, if you really do listen to prayers, and if you really do get involved with the details of human life, then would you please consider helping my friend find a way out of his predicament?" I was definitely hedging my bet.

Two days later the vice president returned to my office with a big grin on his face. He had decided to call our new bank chairman, a man he barely knew, and ask for his advice. (I don’t know where he got the courage to make this call.) The chairman was gracious and advised my friend to refuse to fire the employee. He
added that if there were any repercussions from the president, the chairman would intervene on his behalf. My friend then told the president that he would not fire the employee—and to his astonishment the president simply accepted his decision and dropped the matter. The chairman never had to intervene.

After the vice president relayed this surprising outcome and left my office, I sat at my desk, dumbfounded. I stared at the drab wood paneling on the walls around me and at the clutter on my desk. It was then that I suddenly felt God's presence as I had never felt it before. I didn't hear a voice, or see a vision, or feel a hand on my shoulder, but I knew God was with me—right there, in a bank of all places. I was overwhelmed with the absolute knowledge that God loves me and cares about all the details of my life, personal and professional. Finally I knew with utter certainty that the reality of God's being is more vast than I had ever imagined—much more than just the sum of the parts of God found in each of us.

The unexpected resolution of my friend’s problem may have been an answer to my prayer, or it may have been a coincidence. What I found undeniable, however, was that God met me at the bank and revealed to me God's infinite love and concern. God took the tiny amount of faith I had demonstrated in my feeble prayer and rewarded it with an undeserved measure of grace and assurance.

And suddenly I knew that prayer works by bringing me closer to God. I came to see this event as my spiritual awakening. After 30 years of believing intellectually in God's existence, I had finally woken up to the realization that God is a personal, loving presence with me at all times. At the same time, God is infinitely greater than just what is inside me or in others. God can meet us anywhere: in meeting for worship, in the embrace of a friend, or even in the basement of a bank. We don't have to know all the answers first, and we certainly don't have to understand how God acts in our lives. That kind of understanding grows slowly over a lifetime. But if we do reach out to God, however tentatively or feebly, God will meet us more than halfway.
A Quaker on Omaha Beach
by John Bryer

I was the lone Quaker on Omaha Beach, one of the Allied Powers’ landing sites in Normandy on D-Day. I know this because my non-Quaker friend and I were the only people on the entire Omaha Beach that morning last year.

Like another early morning some 60 years before, it was low tide and the remains of a low front passed from sea to land. Unlike June 6, 1944, the beach was now free of mines and murderous impediments. There was only one boat in the distance, unlike that morning long ago when the first of more than 5,000 ships came into view on the horizon. No longer were 85 German machine guns and dozens of pre-sighted artillery pieces ready to turn the beach into a killing floor. This morning was quiet and peaceful.

On that beach 60 years ago tens of thousands of men willingly committed what was left of their young lives to rid the world of an evil presence that might not have been vanquished without U.S. help. I have the utmost respect for those millions of men and women who helped win the war, my father and father-in-law among them.

As a believer in nonviolence, I struggle with the notion of war as a viable means of resolving conflict. Sometimes countries go to war too quickly. Violence should be a last resort, not the first one. But I have my limits. I know myself well enough to be clear that if my family were threatened, I would hurt the aggressor before I would let the aggressor hurt my family. For me, then, if ever there were a war worth fighting, it would have been World War II.

Omaha Beach was a good place to ponder this conundrum. Standing on the beach, I considered the spectrum of belief from making peace to making war, from nonviolence to aggression.

Real warriors seldom talk of their experiences; and when they do, it speaks volumes. To the contrary, the least knowledgeable among us seem to wave the biggest flags or the biggest protest signs. Tunesmiths profit from patriotic songs, inciting a simplistic view of war that doesn’t say much about its consequences. Mark Twain understood that when you pray for victory, you pray for untold suffering to be visited upon others. In “War Prayer,” he wrote, “Lord, blast their hopes, blight their lives, protract their bitter pilgrimage, make heavy their steps, water their way with their tears, stain the white snow with the blood of their wounded feet! We ask it, in the spirit of . . . Him who is the source of love.”

A friend of mine was an original member of “Easy Company,” 2nd Battalion, 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 101st Airborne. He nearly gave his life on D-Day. He was severely wounded in Holland, and he had a leg blown off during the Battle of the Bulge. I take note when he says, as he once did on National Public Radio, “I know what war is and I try to teach other people: Stay away from war. There’s never a winner in war. The winners lose and the losers lose. War is hell, period.”

Dwight D. Eisenhower, the D-Day commander who sent my friend and many others into battle, would say while he was president: “Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired, signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. The world in arms is not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children.”

Eike’s speech followed in the tradition of other presidents who knew war. Abraham Lincoln said, “There’s no honorable way to kill, no gentle way to destroy. There is nothing good in war. Except its ending.”

What can we learn from this? To listen carefully to those who speak from experience, and understand the motivations and the biases of all sides, particularly those who profit monetarily or politically from conflict.

The goal of eradicating aggression from our species is unrealistic; but delaying and defusing individual conflicts is achievable and realistic. On a larger scale, war delayed is war averted, even if only for a day. It should be the aim of each of us—if you believe those most familiar with war.
Planned World Gathering of Young Friends

by Rachel Elizabeth Stacy and Aidan McCartney

The World Gathering of Young Friends will take place August 16–24, 2005, at Lancaster University, UK and will gather around 300 Young Friends ages 18–35 from over 40 countries and 90 different yearly meetings. Young Friends around the world are preparing for this exciting event, expecting it to bring new life to the Religious Society of Friends. As with the 1985 World Gathering of Young Friends, the 2005 World Gathering will inspire and create our future leaders.

Vision Statement for the World Gathering of Young Friends 2005:

The World Gathering of Young Friends will bring together Friends aged 18–35 from around the world to build community within the next generation of Quaker leadership. We will study and learn from our heritage, share our present-day expressions of faith, and discern how Christ our present teacher is guiding us to facilitate understanding within our Quaker family. By sharing experiences of living Quaker testimony from our varied cultures, we seek to ask humbly for guidance and to open ourselves to the possibility of transformation.

This will be the first fully representative World Gathering of Young Friends since the meeting at Guilford College, North Carolina, USA, in 1985. The Young Friends of the 1985 gathering came away changed. Many hold leadership positions teaching Young Friends who will be attending the 2005 gathering. Several members of the North American Based Planning Committee were born the year of the 1985 gathering—we understand that we are the next generation of Friends. In addition to the 1985 gathering, smaller international gatherings since the 1940s have led to the development of regional Young Friends groups, which worked together at different points in history. There is evidence of direct communication between North American Young Friends and German and Japanese Young Friends before and after World War II, which suggests a radical methodology of love between Friends living under different political administrations. Later on in history, in the late 1950s, a group of Young Friends from North America kept ties with Friends in Russia after a world gathering. The American Friends brought the Russian Friends over to tour the U.S. hoping to combat McCarthyism.

In light of the state of the world today and the state of the Quaker community, there is a need to create an international spiritual forum for the Religious Society of Friends for the 21st century—a forum that could unify us to do great things in this world. In addition to promoting global awareness, the gathering this summer intends to build on the themes of the last major gatherings, emphasizing the importance of spirituality in the lives of Young Friends and the vitality of youth interest in the Quaker community.

The concept of this World Gathering arose in discussion at the Friends World Committee for Consultation (FWCC) Triennial in 2000. There was a deep feeling that God was calling the current generation of Young Friends to hold another World Gathering with the aims of:

- Spiritual connection
- Cross-cultural understanding
- Friends’ leadership
- Spiritual discernment
- Lasting Friendship

Young Friends who were present at the Triennial went back to their regions and began to develop connections in many yearly meetings and to hold meetings on the idea of a World Gathering. The idea of a World Gathering interested Young Friends feeding into the process from other areas of the world. We have used existing organizations such as FWCC, local yearly meetings in Africa, and the Young Quaker Christian Association to develop contacts. We have received much support and enthusiasm from these organizations.

The development of the vision among many Young Friends has brought forward a theme for the gathering: “I am the vine, you are the branches.” (John 15:5) “Now let us see what Love can do.” (William Penn) We hope that, through this theme, Young Friends will be able to discover new directions for Friends worldwide, breathing fresh life into the Religious Society of Friends. We can then go together in Truth and power to shake up and challenge the world today as our Quaker ancestors did.

There are already discussions worldwide of...
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how to continue the learning and experience found within the World Gathering subsequent to it, including plans to bring back the Young Friends of North America Association. These plans, ideas, and dreams are being put into action currently. Please look for the development of the World Gathering and Young Friends of North America in Friends publications within the near future. This is the beginning of an International Quaker Youth Movement. This is the beginning of an age of Young Friends stepping up into the leadership positions before them with full knowledge and experience of the breadth of Quakerism, and of our abilities to change our world.

To find out more about the World Gathering of Young Friends visit <www.wgyf.org>.

Rachel Elizabeth Stacy is a member of Gunpowder Meeting in Sparks, Md. Aidan McCartney is a member of Coleraine Preparative Meeting, Lisburn Monthly Meeting, Ireland Yearly Meeting.

The Meaning of Peace

by Kelly Schoo Meester

“If you could have one thing, what would it be?” The classic answer to this question, of course, is world peace. When I ask people what world peace means to them, I rarely get a coherent answer. When I do, they generally express the same sentiment: “Where everyone is happy and no fighting is taking place.” Yet a dream scenario such as this can never truly exist, even in a utopia. This impossibility leaves me wondering whether peace is just an unattainable goal, or something different, more personal, and more possible.

A dictionary defines peace as a state of existence with an absence of conflict. Again, the unattainable goal of “peace” is the basis of this definition. Dictionaries, although they print a strict definition, cannot take into account all the different connotations of a word. Dictionaries also cannot begin to explore what a word means to different people based on their experiences. I once knew someone who worked as a peacekeeper in Bosnia. He told me that his job description included disabling people who tried to disturb the “peace.” He commented on how ironic this was, as he, by disabling people, was not actually being peaceful himself. He said that he had to break the peace in order to keep the peace. His definition of peace was one of organizations, religions, or groups of people that did not physically fight or hurt each other. My mother and father share a definition of peace. They believe that peace means the absence of conflict. My mother, however, went on to say that peace is not the unattainable goal I thought it was, but a rallying point, a place of agreement, something that unites rather than divides. The use of “peace” as a goal commonly strived for can bring together people from all walks of life in support of peace. Peace, then, leads to peace.

To me, peace is much more personal than anything I have yet described. Peace is the simple things in life. Peace is eating supper with my family, watching television with a cat on my lap, and lying in bed at night without the fear that seems to seep into one’s conscience with the darkening sky. There has only been one time in my life when I have felt more at peace than the basic, simple forms of peace that I just described and that everyone can easily experience. This is a kind of peace that may only be felt once in life, or several times to a lucky few. For me, this sublime experience occurred when I was 13. I was on a trip I had taken three times before with my small school, a trip to Earthshine Mountain Lodge in the mountains of North Carolina. The only reason this year’s trip was any different was because I knew in the back of my mind that I would probably never travel there again. It is still the only time in my life that I have tried to enjoy something that I knew I would probably enjoy anyway. The defining moment of that trip came on the last night I spent there. All 50 of us scaled the large, grassy hillside outside the lodge where a fire was waiting. It was freezing cold that night, but as I climbed the hill, I felt the glow of warmth and happiness coming from inside myself. After stories, marshmallows, and songs, I lay back as we sat in silence to look at the stars. It was as clear a night as I have ever seen; and since we were in the mountains, there were no city lights to obstruct the sky. Just lying there on the cool ground, staring up at the vast emptiness of space, with the warmth from the fire washing over me, I was more at peace with myself and the rest of the world than I had ever been before.

As a Quaker, peace is the crux of my religious community. Quakers worship in silence, believing that provides an opening for God to speak directly to them. Quakers follow a unique principle called the Quaker Peace Testimony:

We are called to live “in the virtue of that life and power that takes away the
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As a Quaker, I believe in nonviolence as a principle, and believe that there is a peaceful way to resolve every conflict. In this case, peace is the ability and power to resolve conflicts without actually resorting to physical fighting and killing. The Quaker Peace Testimony, while outlining the ways we can live a peaceful life, never really defines what peace is. When I asked elders of my meeting what peace is, I received many examples: "living in harmony with nature," "respecting your fellow humans," and obviously, "not fighting," were common responses. Again, a complete definition was not offered. One interesting response I got was, "I don't know, but that's what I think about in silence at meeting."

The state of peace and its definition may exist as unattainable goals. Peace can be an ironic term, something used by governments to cover up what is actually happening. But the simple utterance of "peace" can unite words. Peace can be personal, a feeling that one can only really know once one has experienced it. Lastly, peace may just be an idea, without a true definition. The word "peace" is used at some time or another to describe all of these feelings, ideas, and thoughts. Peace appeals to me most when it is used personally. Maybe other ideas of peace stem from the personal feeling of peace. If people are at peace with themselves, it is easier to be at peace with the rest of the world. After that, the other parts of peace just fall into place.

Kelly Schoo/meester, a high school junior, attends Columbia (S.C.) Meeting. He is a volunteer with the Carolina Peace Resource Center. He is a graduate of New Garden Friends School in Greensboro, N. C.
The Creation of Quaker Theory


What kind of a thing is Quakerism? Is it mysticism, or some kind of Protestantism? Was its original impulse a social critique expressed in religious language, or was it a radical, and even Gnostic, religion, with social implications? What is the relation between the Quakerism of the 1650s and later periods—is my kind of Quakerism, or yours, the same kind of thing as the young Fox’s? If things changed after the first explosion of the movement, was it development, decline, strategy, compromise, betrayal? Is there one answer, or many? Can an insider really address these questions, or can an outsider really do it? What difference does asking the question, and coming to some answers, make to the questioner, and to the reader?

The editor of The Creation of Quaker Theory, Ben Pink Dandelion, has assembled original essays from major scholars who are grappling with some or all of these questions, and has provided an introduction, intermezzi, and a reflective afterward that adds greatly to the interest of the whole. In the space available, I can only tantalize the reader with respect to the rich contents of the book.

The names of the authors suggest how diverse the voices are: Hugh Barbour, who reflects upon and reviews “Sixty Years in Early Quaker History”; Thomas Hamann on “George Fox and the Politics of Late 19th-Century Quaker Historiography”; and John Punshon “The End of Quaker History? Some Reflections on the Process.” These writers are known to many readers for writing what comes across. I suppose, as “real history,” that is, work that engages with the nature of their areas of interest in a way that offers to the reader both data about Quaker thought and action (what did Friends say and do, when it happened), the ways Quakerism developed (by what period) and a careful contextualization, placing the Quakerism they are studying in the context of the times, the movements, the personalities around them.

These authors rarely address “theory” explicitly, but state clearly what they make of Quakerism as an historical enactment. In a way, these essays address how Quaker history gets written, and how it relates to the leading ideas in the historian’s mind. Thomas Hamann’s essay in this section is fascinating as he describes (among other things) how Robert Barclay (of Renegate, not the Robert Barclay) set the stage and some of the key methods for much later Quaker history in his massive and curious Inner Life of the Religious Societies of the Commonwealth (1876)—including his serious use of primary materials, and also the use of Quaker history as he understood it to comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the Quakerism of his day.

Other authors in this collection spend much more time trying to create an explanatory theory about what early Quakerism was, and the theories vary widely. Rosemary Moore (“The inevitability of Quaker success?”) thinks about why it is that Quakerism survived the great extinction of Commonwealth sects that occurred in the late 1600s. Her comment, “But whether the Quakerism that emerged from the 17th century... is a ‘success’ story depends upon one’s point of view,” sounds a theme that one meets more than once in this section. To what extent is later Quakerism (by which I mean anything after about 1670) a retreat from a real, radical vision? I certainly believe that aspects of early Quaker spirituality are neglected, but the other essays in this section make it clear how differently people characterize what the “original” was, and I find myself challenged to work out my own thinking in more detail than I have before.


In the next section we move beyond studies of early Quakerism in various ways. Carole Spencer attempts to cast Quakerism in all its flavors in the light of what she sees as the central focus, “Holiness: the Quaker way of perfection,” in an essay that perhaps requires more space to make its case than is available.

Thomas Hamann appears again with “Theoretical Reflections of a Skeptic about Theory.” Gay Pilgrim writes in the language...
of modern sociology about "Taming Anarchy: Quaker Alternate Ordering and Otherness." Martin Davie is reminiscent of George Keith, as a religiously sophisticated seeker who became a Friend, and now sees himself "also" as an Anglican, and works as a religious advisor to the Church of England. Despite his deep respect for Friends, he thinks that we'd perhaps be better off if we could get over our 'unwillingness to subscribe to any form of creedal orthodoxy, drop our objections to the outward sacraments, and drop "rejection of the historical threefold ministry." While he believes that Friends today neglect important aspects of the Quaker testimony about ministry, his solution would not be Martin Davie's. While the essay is engaging and instructive, I do not feel convinced that Quakerism would be better off if only it were more like Anglicanism. Yet his essay points to the constant need for Friends to get better at understanding why we do what we do, and what we are really witnessing in our separate existence as a Religious Society. The other essay in this section, Douglas Gwyn's "Apocalypse Now and Then: Reading Early Friends in the Belly of the Beast," describes how his theological and historical scholarship has intertwined with his own personal history, and his engagement with the important and painful events of his time.

Pink Dandelion does not have a titled article of his own, but writes the introduction, commentaries, and a conclusion, which reflect upon the overall theme-theorizing about Quakerism—as well as the stances and findings of the individual essays. His work as an editor is creative and substantive: he "moderates the meeting," and serves both the essayists and the reader in a way that I have rarely seen in such a collection. His further request, that each author somehow reflect upon the meaning of their scholarship for their own spiritual lives, builds a bridge between the sometimes rarified theorizing of scholars and Quaker readers, many of whom will most likely be reading this in part because of their own seeking and inquiry.

It is a valuable and stimulating experience to read this book, and I am grateful that it came my way. But I want to register a complaint. This is the latest in a series of such books, which are spectacularly expensive, to the extent that even meeting libraries will rightly hesitate about purchasing them. Perhaps there is no alternative for it, but in a Religious Society that draws a large amount of vitality from the dedication of amateurs whose spiritual search drives them to study, and thus enrich their meetings and their ministry, the barrier of cost is especially regrettable. After all, the circle of professional historians and sociologists of Quakerism is pretty small; but the circle of Friends who study seriously is quite large—and there is a lot of coming and going between the two groups. The cost of a book like this will tend to inhibit communication between professionals and the rest of us.

—Brian Drayton

Brian Drayton is a member of Ware Meeting in West Henriker, N.H.

The Inner Experience: Notes on Contemplation

True contemplation issues in action; it intensifies and simplifies our love for God and our fellow creatures. This insistence, perhaps, is Thomas Merton's most significant contribution in this new book—and an excellent reminder to Friends. Originally written in 1950 as a rewrite of an earlier work, What Is Contemplation? Merton partially re-edited it in 1968 just before his premature death. The editor of this volume, William Shannon, chooses to preserve the history of this work by using various typefaces to indicate the different drafts, which could prove distracting to some. However, if, like Merton, you find your path to God through imageless—or apophatic—contemplation, this book will fortify your soul.

After exploring Eastern mysticism and its relationship to Christian mysticism, Thomas Merton spends significant time defining and describing "infused contemplation." He then brings some of the masters into the conversation: St. John of the Cross, the Flemish mystic John van Ruysbroeck, the unknown English writer of The Cloud of Unknowing, the German mystic Meister Eckhart, and Bernard of Clairvaux. It is in the midst of this that he talks about the dark night, an inevitable experience for the contemplative in the apophatic tradition. Here the text grabs my attention. I've heard of the dark night and even think I might understand it. Thomas Merton divides it into two components: the dark night of sense and the dark night of the spirit. The first he calls the "ordinary threshold over which we pass into mystical contemplation." But it is through the latter that "we pass on to perfect union with God."

It is refreshing to find someone addressing the challenges of the imageless spiritual path. Thomas Merton goes on to assure the contemplative that whatever the obstacles, we are "to leave everything in the hands of God; to cease from all worries and anxieties; to believe and trust in Him, and look at Him alone, not turning aside to examine [our] own pleasure and pain, or to seek [our] own satisfaction in anything."

In the latter portion of the book, Thomas Merton discusses the difficulties that the cloistered life irrationally may pose for the contemplative. Although he himself first assumed that life in a monastery would nurture contemplation, it was his experience that it does not—unless one entered the cloister with an already strong spiritual practice. He also raises direct aim at Quietism, calling it an unacceptable bourgeois laziness. Of course, if contemplation issues in action, then Quietism, whether in or out of the monastic setting, is totally unacceptable.

I am not a Thomas Merton aficionado, and so I cannot say how this book compares with his others. I can say that I find his language, which is absolutely not inclusive of women, a bit dated, and his discussion of the cloistered life far from my own experience. Nonetheless, The Inner Experience offers a solid and lengthy discussion of the apophatic way to God and a meaningful, if brief, discussion of the dark night; and for these two things alone I would recommend the book to contemplative Friends.

—Michel Clement

Michel Clement is a member of Cincinnati (Ohio) Meeting. She and her husband, Dan Kasetselan, currently act as the team pastors of their meeting.

Autobiographical Writings by Early Quaker Women

We need to have more writing by early Quakers available to modern Friends. This collection includes excerpts from eleven women, many of which have not been published "in modern times." They have all been freshly edited and have been provided with footnotes for those unfamiliar with common biblical references or 17th century English vocabulary. While the editor, a senior lecturer in English at a British university, brought together these writings to examine "gendered self-writing," Friends can appreciate them in additional ways. The excerpts offer an interesting mix of topics for a Quaker reader. There are typical accounts of early struggles to find a right relation with God and the righteousness that flows from it (Mary Penington and Alice Hays). There are insights into intra-Quaker disputes as seen by two women who tried to listen to God throughout (Elizabeth Stirrige and Elizabeth Webbs). Virtually all the
accounts illustrate faithful attempts to listen carefully to divine leading and then act accordingly (especially James Dickinson, Jane Fearn, and Alice Hays). A careful reader who is interested in the relationship between ministers and elders or between spiritual companions can find helpful, though subtle, glimpses in the accounts of Katherine Evans and Sarah Cheevers, James Dickinson and Jane Fearn, and Alice Hays, in particular.

The book includes several selections that are currently in print, but in slightly different versions. Evans and Cheevers’ account of their Maltese imprisonment in *Hidden in Plain Sight* includes parts left out by David Booy. But David Booy includes an interesting conclusion from a later edition written after the women returned to England. His excerpts by Mary Penington are based on an earlier manuscript rather than the 1821 rewrite upon which most modern editions have been taken. The differences are relatively small. The least satisfactory, to me, were the extracts from Margaret Fell consisting of a pastiche of several writings that overlap much of what is in *Hidden in Plain Sight*.

The remaining eight documents, some of which have been unavailable outside of specialized libraries, are a delight to have. These include excerpts from Elizabeth Hooten (from a version published in the early 20th century), Alice Curwen (from an 18th-century copy), Elizabeth Stirredge, Anne Docwra, Alice Hays, Elizabeth Webb, and James Dickenson and Jane Fearon. The latter tells the story that I’ve read before, of their escape from a house in which they might have become the next day’s meal. It ranks with Thomas Lurting’s riveting story of God’s direct loving care and guidance.

The editor’s somewhat superficial introduction to early Quaker theology tends to fall into the pattern of so many other academic writers of equating early Quaker faith with the mild present-day liberal version. So there is explanation of the “inner Light” and “that of God in everyone” while missing how early Friends described their own experience and theology. However, David Booy is good at pointing out that these women were not into self-realization or self-fulfillment. They were not using their commitment as a means to non-religious ends. They were driven by a “spiritual imperative” and were not seeking to promote civil unrest or to fundamentally restructure society, although their lives implicitly challenged it. In short, this book can be of great interest to a discerning Quaker reader, even if that was not the primary purpose of the author.

—Marty Grundy

Marty Grundy is a member of Cleveland (Ohio) Meeting.
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News Zero

This very carefully researched book tells a tale that most of us would prefer to forget. It is the history of the hydrogen bomb tests on and around the Marshall Islands in the Pacific during the 1950s—and the efforts of the U.S. government to keep the news of these tests, and especially the radiation effects, from the people of the United States.

Unfortunately, this secrecy contributed mightily to the current inadequate general knowledge concerning the health hazards of radiation. One result of this is shown by cheering citizens in Pakistan and an India delighted that a weapon has been built, which, if used, would put their own lives at risk.

I picked up a copy of News Zero as part of my education about the effects of these tests on the Marshall Islanders. Though I had supported the 1957 voyage of the Golden Rule in its efforts to stop the tests that were known to be environmentally destructive, I had remained totally ignorant of the plight of the Marshall Islanders.

I discovered that these people were evacuated for the actual explosions, but many were then returned to their now barren and radioactive islands. The story of resulting illnesses and efforts to obtain satisfactory compensation from the U.S. government is meticulously told in the pages of News Zero. It is an engrossing story.

As a professor of journalism at the University of Hawaii, Beverly Ann Keever is highly critical of the part played by the New York Times in helping the U.S. government cover up news of radiation damage. The Times, she reports, was guilty of simply passing along story after story exactly as the U.S. government propaganda machine wrote them. No one checked the facts independently. They even lent a reporter, William L. Laurence, to the government, which paid part of his salary—a sort of 1950s style of embedded journalist.

I highly recommend this book, especially to those who believe that deceit by government officials is a recent invention. Perhaps the casual reader may wish to skip some of the details. But no concerned citizen should remain ignorant of the basic story related here.

—Irv Hollingshead

Don’t Kill in Our Names: Families of Murder Victims Speak Out Against the Death Penalty

"Perhaps the enduring lesson is that love and forgiveness are more powerful than any amount of hate and revenge," writes Rachel King. And her book demonstrates the powerful truth of that statement. Through the description of murders, those convicted of murder, and the response of victims’ families, the reader is drawn into the world of rage, forgiveness, the presence of God, and the challenge of society’s feelings about the death penalty.

Don’t Kill is divided into ten chapters, each the story of a family’s journey into the horror of the death of a loved one by violence. Through interviews with the survivors, the reader gains an understanding of the range of emotions experienced when someone you love is murdered. Within that range emerges a concern about the offender. This involves trying to understand the background of the person who caused such harm and the issues raised in each case. In the end, we are challenged by the concept of redemption, wrongful convictions, the power of hatred—but also the power of love. The book looks also at restorative justice (as opposed to retributive justice), and describes some cases where the victim's family meets the person who killed their loved one.

Murder Victims’ Families for Reconciliation, a group no one would choose to need to join, provides a question that one is left with at the conclusion of the book. The brother of a woman violently murdered quotes the Biblical passage where Jesus says, "When I was in prison you visited me," and says: "What it all comes down to for me is that I just can’t see Jesus pulling the switch."

The book challenges us to look at that question, to confront our own emotions, and to become more knowledgeable about the whole area of prisons, jails, punishment, and restorative justice.

—Phyllis Taylor

Phyllis Taylor is a chaplain and the hospice and comfort care consultant in the Philadelphia prison system. She is an attendant at Germantown Meeting in Philadelphia, Pa.

Compassionate Listening and Other Writings

Gene Knudsen Hoffman is a Quaker peacemaker and mystic. She is a remarkable woman who lived her life with honesty, passion, and commitment, and who drew on many faith traditions for the strength and insight to work for reconciliation in her own family and throughout the world.

This remarkable book gives us lessons on how to live a faithful life seeking that of God in each person and transforming that belief into concrete action.

The first part is an honest description of her life’s journey. The second part is a collection of essays and speeches she has given through the years that reflect her spiritual base, her political outlook, and her commitment to compassionate listening.

In the first part, Hoffman describes the wonderful and difficult parts of her life with an honesty I find courageous and refreshing. She talks of her marriages and her lovers, her seven children, her career as a writer and performer, and her spiritual search that led her to Quakerism. She does not leave out her emotional problems that led to hospitalizations and to her conviction that an essential part of healing—both individually and in conflicts between individuals—is listening.

She was active in the civil rights movement, in her own brand of feminism, and in easing tensions between the USSR and the United States. She has worked on relationships in the Middle East using the framework of Compassionate Listening. Her searching for meaning and balance led to Pendle Hill, a Master’s in Pastoral Counseling, and the commitment to integrate spiritual and psychological practices with peace activism.

In her book, Gene Knudsen Hoffman pours out her concern for others as they face questions like why people torture each other and the need to see more deeply the “inner person deserving of reverence and faith.” A poem she wrote in response to a phrase used by British peace activist Muriel Lester expresses this well. She writes:

The job of the peacemaker is to know there is no enemy.
What we fear are fear-masks worn by ourselves and the other side.
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Are some Quaker perspectives on the wrong track?

Do you want to know what sincere Quakers think, who truly advocate peace, justice, and helping the poorest of the poor, but who think many Quaker perspectives are on the wrong track?

Try reading *The Quaker Economist*, a free weekly online news commentary on peace, justice, and world affairs, somewhat different from the usual Quaker line.

Over eighty letters have now been published and appear on the e-mails of over 600 subscribers, mostly Quakers. To see them all online, visit http://tqe.quaker.org. To subscribe (free), send an e-mail to tqe-subscribe@quaker.org.

Guidelines for Writers

The articles that appear in *Friends Journal* are freely given; authors receive copies of the issue in which their article appears. Manuscripts submitted by non-Friends are welcome. We prefer articles written in a fresh, nonacademic style, using language that clearly includes both sexes. We appreciate receiving Quaker-related humor.

- maximum 2,500 words; electronic submissions are encouraged
- include full references for all quotations
- author’s name and address should appear on the manuscript
- for the full guidelines, see <www.friendsjournal.org>

Submissions are acknowledged immediately; however, writers may wait several months to hear whether their manuscripts have been accepted.

For more information contact Robert Dockhorn, senior editor.
1216 Arch St., 2a Philadelphia, PA 19107-2835 • (215) 563-8629 • info@friendsjournal.org
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There is no secret club; mystics turn up in kitchens, prisons, desert monasteries, and in Harlem. Writing as a layperson, he also brings a prophetic challenge to the academic use of "mysticism" to denote religious experiences that do not fit neat theological categories, thus subtly denoting them.

Nevertheless, I find unevenness in Seeger's articulation of mysticism. For example, he names Buddhist mysticism as one of the universal mystical paths; but then he defines mysticism as "union, communication, and even intimacy between the human creature and the deity." Most Buddhist mystics would not find this definition inclusive of their nontheistic tradition. Since Seeger points out that he is primarily speaking of mysticism within a Christian spiritual culture, I would suggest that he therefore narrow his discussion to Christian mysticism, with an appeal to Jewish and Islamic veins of mysticism, rather than gloss his definition as applicable to all mystical paths. To his credit, he inspires readers by exploring the prophetic role that mystics play within the "religious mainstream." What makes mystics hard to hear, he notes, may be their radical use of language to describe ecstatic experiences of the Divine. Their words can sound blasphemous. There is also a natural resistance to mysticism due to the "legitimate conserving function of religion"—but if the mystical challenge is truly heard, a "wellspring" of spiritual vitality may be renewed. At this point, I find myself wishing that Seeger had elevated mystics like the popular St. Francis of Assisi, with his ecstatic joy in God and in all creation, his radical simplicity, and visionary response to the poor, or Friends' own George Fox, as exemplars of the mystical fire so necessary to healthy religion.

Finally, while Daniel Seeger makes many important points about the value of "inner silence," I take issue with the notion that "the Truth awakes eyes unclouded by longing." Both the 13th-century Beguine mystic Mechthild of Magdeburg and the 20th-century scientist and mystic Pierre Teilhard de Chardin found longing to be at the heart of their mystical quest. Mechthild, using the discourse of the courtly love tradition to describe her passion for God; and Teilhard, bringing the best of an intellectual mysticism to his readers in The Divine Milieu. Indeed, I found Daniel Seeger's writing to be ripe with love and longing for God—and his own words to be a balance to the beautiful but one-sided apophatic mysticism of "inner silence" he celebrates.

-Stephanie Ford

Stephanie Ford is assistant professor of Christian Spirituality at Earlham School of Religion in Richmond, Ind.
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Baltimore Yearly Meeting is undertaking an intervisitation program among monthly meetings in other yearly meetings affiliated with Friends United Meeting as part of a continuing two-year dialogue to resolve concerns about FUM policy on homosexuality. The concerns of BYM emerged after the FUM Triennial in Kenya in July 2002. Lamar Mathew, clerk of BYM, was not allowed to serve as a worship-sharing leader at the Triennial because he is a homosexual in a same-sex relationship. Subsequently, BYM also became concerned about an FUM requirement that staff members and volunteers must sign, abide by, and enforce what BYM describes as a policy of "discrimination against any person in a sexual relationship outside the bonds of marriage between one man and one woman."

Both BYM and FUM express their commitment, however, to continue in dialogue about these concerns. In a letter to BYM from the General Board of FUM, gathered on June 12, 2004, the FUM board affirmed "our commitment to be in and to stay in true relation-ship with you around this concern of gender diversity. We could not reach clarity at this time about how to proceed, but we do affirm that God's spirit works through every individual. And we affirm our faith that God can and will lead us forward in the Light."

The Interim Meeting of BYM, in session June 19, 2004, responded to the letter from the FUM board. "We stand in dialogue with the leadership of FUM because Christ did not shun discomfort or dialogue." Interim Meeting acknowledged that BYM is "also seeking exchange with the other yearly meetings, encouraging them to join us in our search for God's Truth on this issue."

According to Frank Massey, general secretary of BYM, there were "very tender discussions of these concerns" at the BYM annual gathering at James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Va., the week of July 26-August 1, 2004. Retha McCutchen, general secretary of FUM, attended the BYM annual meeting, Massey said.

"We are going to stay a member of FUM," Massey affirmed. "We will continue our discussion of these concerns. We are inviting members of meetings from other yearly meetings to visit meetings in BYM, and for members of BYM to visit meetings in other yearly meetings in FUM."

Meanwhile, BYM is faced with the prospect of division over financial support of FUM among its 58 monthly meetings in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and the District of Columbia. Some meetings are calling for BYM to withhold some, if not all, of its approximately $17,000 annual contribution to FUM. In a minute approved on February 8, 2004, Gettysburg (Pa.) Meeting affirmed that, "For the indefinite future, it would like to withhold its portion of the assessment made to Baltimore Yearly Meeting for the purpose of supporting the programs and activities of Friends United Meeting. This meeting has watched patiently for the response to the Lamar Mathew incident and other concerns that... have led us to take a position of withdrawing our financial support, as small as it is, in the hope that a corrective course might be found and taken in the future." Baltimore (Md.) Meeting, Stony Run, in a minute approved March 7, 2004, affirmed it "is not in unity with Friends United Meeting (FUM) with respect to its policy toward gays and lesbians, specifically because it denies the universality of the Light in every person. ... We must recommend that Baltimore Yearly Meeting withdraw all its financial support from FUM. ... We regret the need to take this action and expect BYM to continue to maintain a dialogue with FUM in the prayerful hope that a change of policy will occur in the future."

Some meetings affiliated with BYM do wish to withhold financial support of FUM, Massey acknowledged. These concerns were considered by BYM Interim Meeting in session October 30, 2004. "There was a discussion for two to three hours, but no decision was reached," Massey said. "There is more background work to be done. Some meetings want to sever financial support to FUM, but most want to maintain some ties with FUM. We are just not sure how to do that." Massey indicated that no decision was likely before the next session of BYM Interim Meeting scheduled for April 2, 2005—and no decision was reached in April. —Compiled from information in the June 2004 newsletter of Baltimore (Md.) Meeting, Stony Run; the July-August 2004 newsletter of Friends Meeting of Washington (D.C.); minutes of Baltimore Yearly Meeting Interim Meeting June 19, 2004; and conversations with Frank Massey.

Friends Committee on National Legislation thanked supporters for breaking down the walls around the Iraq debate in Congress. FCNL staff walking the halls of Congress in the past few months have found that Congressional staff from both parties are gradually opening to a discussion of U.S. policy in Iraq. In January, FCNL found that many members of Congress and their staff were not even willing to discuss proposals to shift the debate on Iraq from a discussion of troop strengths and more weapons to a strategy for ending the violence, putting Iraqis in charge, and withdrawal. Thousands of phone calls, letters, and visits with members of Congress are making a difference. The majority of Congressional staff that FCNL talks to now say that they agree in principle with FCNL's proposal for a Congressional declaration stating that U.S. policy is to withdraw all military troops and bases from Iraq—a first step toward shifting the debate in Congress. Personal, private agreements in private meetings are not yet translating into a willingness to step out in public to support this effort, however.

Artist J. Morgan Puett interprets the moment when 19 Friends walked out of Little Abington Meetinghouse in Jenkintown, Pa., during the 1827 Hicksite Schism. The Lost Meeting is a site-specific, multimedia installation that is taking place in Little Abington Meetinghouse. The exhibit is based on minutes found from an 1827 meeting outside of Philadelphia that lists the names of those who walked out of meeting. Little Abington Meetinghouse, which stands on the grounds of Abington Art Center, was built in 1836. Except for slight repairs to the floor, roof, and windows, it is still in its original condition. Morgan Puett says that she took "everything available from this meeting, including names, architecture, and costumes, and translated them into algorithms. These new designs and patterns based on mathematical formulas [are] superimposed within the meetinghouse into a three-dimensional display. This isn't a recreation of the past. ... I am attempting to reinvent how we view the history of this space." Accompanying this multihued display will be music from avant-garde, classical composer David Lang. The Lost Meeting is being supported by the Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiatives and administered by The University of the Arts, Philadelphia. The installation will run through November.

Queer performance artist Peterson Toscano presented his one-man piece, "Queer 101," to the First International Conference of Language, Literature, and Identity at the University of Yaounde in Cameroon, West Africa on April 1. In a country ravaged by AIDS and where gay sex is punishable by prison, he used humor and the words of gay and lesbian poets to address homophobia, identity, and activism. Peterson is a member of Hartford (Conn.) Meeting and regularly presents at Quaker schools and universities throughout the United States. He will be presenting "Queer 101" at the Friends General Conference Gathering next month.
At Foulkeways at Gwynedd, community members look forward to wonderful senior moments! Whether exploring new horizons or re-establishing past interests and hobbies, there's always something close at hand to inspire both body AND mind!

So, what are you doing with the second half of YOUR life?
For more information about life at Foulkeways' Continuing Care Community, call Lori Schmidt at 215-283-7010 in the Residency Information Office today.

1120 Meetinghouse Road
Gwynedd, PA 19436
215-643-2200
www.foulkeways.org

Foulkeways at Gwynedd does not discriminate on the basis of sex, color, religion, national origin, gender, age, handicap, or sexual orientation.

Scattergood Friends School, founded in 1890, is committed to fostering lifelong and self-directed learning, developing a sense of personal responsibility and cultivating global citizenship.

- All recent graduates have gained college acceptance
- Student-to-teacher ratio: 4 to 1
- Innovative block scheduling
- Community service graduation requirement
- Shared work program
- Organic garden, farm
- Comprehensive, exciting Arts Department
- Daily Collection, weekly Meeting for Worship

For information, call toll-free at 1-888-737-4636, or e-mail admissions@scattergood.org
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West Branch, Iowa 52358
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Upcoming Events
• July 2–9—Friends General Conference
• July 6–10—Wilmington Yearly Meeting
• July 7–11—Alaska Yearly Meeting
• July 8–11—Aotearoa/New Zealand Yearly Meeting
• July 12–13—Iowa Yearly Meeting
• July 13–17—Friends United Meeting, North Carolina Yearly Meeting
• July 14–17—North Pacific Yearly Meeting
• July 21–24—Evangelical Friends Church Mid-America Yearly Meeting
• July 23–26—Evangelical Friends Church Eastern Region Yearly Meeting
• July 23–29—Northwest Yearly Meeting
• July 24–30—New York Yearly Meeting
• July 26–31—Iowa Yearly Meeting
• July 27–31—Illinois Yearly Meeting; Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting
• July 28–31—Alaska Friends Conference; Indiana Yearly Meeting
• July 29–31—Western Yearly Meeting
• July 30–August 6—Britain Yearly Meeting
• July 30–August 13—FOR Interfaith Peace-Builders delegation to Israel and Palestine. For more information, (202) 244-0821 or <middleeast@forusa.org>.

Resources
• Downtown Meeting in Manhattan, an allowed meeting of New York Quarterly Meeting, will be gathering to worship from 6 to 7 PM each Thursday (weather permitting) until the end of September, under the trees in the northwest corner of Battery Park near Labyrinth for Contemplation. For more information, visit <www.downtownmeeting.org>.

• A Greater Gift is a nonprofit fair trade organization that markets handcrafts and food through its catalog, website, and network of gift shops and church sales across the country. Included in the catalog are 90 partners from 35 developing countries. The income from the sale of their products helps the artisans and farmers provide food, education, and healthcare for their families. To request a catalog visit <www.agreatergift.org/catalogrequest>.
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your heart. It’s the hole in your heart that the light shines through. That I shine through.” A pause, and then more: “Your heart is supposed to have holes. When your heart is so full of holes that it would seem almost threadbare—when your heart can barely hang together because of all the holes—that is when I can shine through the brightest.”

In that moment I glimpsed an image of my heart: it was a well-worn patchwork quilt, made of love. And then, before I could turn around, the Presence was gone. The atmosphere in the room changed. Someone coughed. I sat there, quietly amazed at what had happened. I pondered the meaning of the words I had heard so clearly, though nothing had been spoken out loud. Other memories of that night are indistinct; but I remember riding home, wonderingly filled with the conviction that I had just been visited by Jesus—even though previously I had not even been sure that I believed in him.

The experience did not change everything overnight. I still missed my son; I still hurt. But I started to heal. I gained strength to argue against the destructive voices of my depression. I found courage to think of having another child. Most of all, in those few moments, I became much more strongly convinced that there is a loving God, with compassion for us and for our struggles. That conviction and the peace it brings has been a great gift.

In the decade since, there have been a few times when I have tried to describe that night, the hands on my shoulders, the smile I couldn’t see, the message I received so clearly. I say that maybe I am still alive because of the gift of that visitation. Maybe my daughter is here because, for some reason, I was granted this understanding. As other griefs have come, my own and the tragedies of my larger human community, I have been thankful for the lesson that was given to me that evening: profound yet ordinary, maybe even obvious.

To me the lesson is that our pains are our share of the world’s suffering, and that it is ultimately okay. The holes in our hearts allow us to see more clearly, and provide spaces for a deeper empathy to enter the world. I can—we can—survive the holes in our hearts, and even allow them to bring illumination.
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Simplicity
Continued from page 15
just by knowing that he or she is one of the following?

- An executive of a multinational corporation
- A Jehovah’s Witness
- A construction worker

If we say that simplicity is good, it begs the question of, “Good in comparison to what?” What is the opposite of simplicity? One can think of “greed,” “wastefulness,” “vanity,” or other words that describe tendencies we would oppose by the Testimony of Simplicity. But the most generic opposite of “simplicity” is “complexity.” And complexity is not necessarily bad; complexity just is.

We need to accept the complexity of the universe, the complexity of the Earth we live on, the complexity of human interaction, and the complexity of each individual human. We need to accept that the universe and life are so enormously complex that it is not possible to predict exactly how any situation in life will turn out. We may do our best and still not get the desired result. Many people, Friends included, do not want to admit this. We want to see a direct linkage between a simple cause and its effect. But it doesn’t work that way. There are almost always too many factors.

To cite a recent example: The current tragedy in Iraq is partially the result of some simple thinking, which went something like, “If we can just get rid of that horrible dictator, the people will be free and they will take over from there and govern themselves.” No one could predict the exact results, but it was pretty predictable that they wouldn’t be that simple.

I believe that accepting the complexity of the world is intimately tied to accepting the guidance of the Spirit. If we accept the complexity of creation, then we realize that we cannot control the world. We cannot find our way by our own initiative alone. We are dependent on the guidance of a Higher Power, a Power that can comprehend everything in all its complexity, see the untold interactions of which we can know only a tiny portion, and guide us to play the parts in this complex universe that we are meant to play.
God, since he is Love, is encountered in his fullness only "between man and man." And this is the burden of the whole Prophetic tradition—that it is only in response and obedience to the neighbor that the claims of God can be met and known. Whether one has "known" God is tested by one question only, "How deeply have you loved?"—for "He who does not love does not know God; for God is love."

Robinson here strikes a note that should have profound significance for Friends for a better understanding of the roots and nature of pacifism.

The Bishop is not happy with traditional Christology. "As long as God and man are thought of as two 'beings,' each with distinct natures... it is impossible to create out of them more than a God-man, a divine visitant from 'out there' who chooses in every respect to live like the natives. The supernaturalist view of the Incarnation can never really rid itself of the idea of the prince who appeared in the guise of a beggar." Nevertheless, Jesus is not just another prophet. Jesus is the "tsan for others," the person in whom Love, which is the ground of being, has completely taken over. Jesus, who himself never claims to be God but who does claim to bring God completely, reveals God by being utterly transparent to him. Jesus is the completely transparent window, and "in his utter self-surrender to others in love... he discloses and lays bare the Ground of man's being as love."

Robinson's bold assertions about "worldly holiness," which should ring true for many Friends, derive from the problem of man's estrangement or separation from this Ground of his being. In answering the question, "What does it mean to be a Christian?"—Bonhoeffer is quoted:

To be a Christian does not mean to be religious in a particular way, to cultivate some particular form of asceticism (as a sinner, a saint, or a saint) but to be a man. It is not some religious act which makes a Christian what he is, but participation in the suffering of God in the life of the world.

The Bishop, therefore, rejects the idea of worship being simply what takes place in a consecrated building and what appeals to those who are "religious." He challenges the assumption that the heart of prayer is withdrawal, claiming that Christian prayer is to be defined in terms of penetration through the world to God. For him the moments of revelation have often been the moments of engagement when he has wrestled through problems and difficulties with people. He says:

My own experience is that I am really praying for people, agonizing with God for them, precisely as I meet them and really give my soul to them. Perhaps this is the starting point for a "non-religious" understanding of prayer. We may begin from the fact that people do give themselves to people. There is nothing "religious" about this. But to open oneself to another unconditionally in love is to be with him in the presence of God, and that is the heart of intercession. To pray for another is to expose both oneself and the common ground of our being; it is to see one's concern for him in terms of ultimate concern, to let God into the relationship. Intercession is to be with another at that depth, whether in silence or compassion or action.

While the Bishop himself has not found much help in withdrawal, he recognizes that periods of disengagement are vital. He uses the phrase "waiting upon the Lord," but the engagement is for him the important thing. "The test of worship is how far it makes us more sensitive to the "beyond in our midst," to the Christ in the hungry, the naked, the homeless, and the prisoner." This is the vital test, not because Jesus or the Church or even our consciences say we should go out into the world in this manner, but because it is precisely in engagement that we will find God. "The holy is the 'depth of the common.'" This concept should definitely commend itself to Friends, making our traditions of worship and service more meaningful.

A recent article in The Friend (London) has rightly pointed out that the basis of morality being called for by Robinson in

Honest to God is similar to what the English Friends who wrote Towards a Quaker View of Sex are calling for. They all say that the morality of behavior cannot be expressed in prosaic rules, but must be worked out in terms of the demands of love in any particular situation. As Robinson says, "Love alone, because, as it were, it has a built-in moral compass, enabling it to 'home' intuitively upon the deepest need of the other, can allow itself to be directed completely by the situation." Every moment must be seen as a fresh creation "demanding its own and perhaps wholly unprecedented response. The only intrinsic evil is the lack of love." And it is here that Robinson returns to his favorite Biblical quotation, a favorite also for Friends (1 John 4:8):

He who does not love does not know God: for God is love."

An Honest to God debate within the Society of Friends would be healthy and constructive. The Bishop is laying the ground for a new Christian radicalism, one that should appeal both to those with a strong Christian identification and to those with a radical bent of mind. As David Edwards has pointed out in The Honest to God Debate, the radical, in contrast to the reformer or the revolutionary, goes to the roots of his own tradition in the search for truth. "Indeed the essence of the radical protest could be summed up in the statement of Jesus that the Sabbath is made for man, and not man for the Sabbath. Persons are more important than any principles. And this means that the radical himself must be a man of roots.

There are many questions Friends and others will have regarding the thinking of John Robinson. The book, Honest to God Debate, points out real problems in respect to worship based on a God in the depths, ethics without law, and God as personal but not as Person. But if Friends can see Honest to God as primarily a devotional book, as has one critic in England, this could provide the basis for personal growth and fruitful dialogue. As the Bishop himself says, "... we are still only at the beginning of our task. But the beginning is to try to be honest—and to go on from there."
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Located on scenic Long Island, less than 30 miles from New York City.

Celebrating our 125th Anniversary

Founded in 1876 by Gideon Frost for “the children of Friends and those similarly sentimented,” Friends Academy is a Quaker, coeducational, independent, college preparatory day school serving 750 students from age three through the twelfth grade. The school awards significant financial assistance.

For more information visit <www.globalresponse.org> or write to Global Response, P.O. Box 7490, Boulder, CO 80306; phone (303) 444-0306.
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Jean met his future wife, Stephanie, who was working at the Design Division of the Great Decisions Analysis Office. After Jean graduated from high school, he attended Vienna University where he was active in the Social Democratic youth movement at a time when there was heavy Nazi youth activity in Austria. He received his law degree on March 8, 1938. On March 11, he was admitted to the bar. In March 12, the Nazis invaded Austria. Three months after the annexation of Austria, Jean fled to Switzerland and was never again able to practice the law he had studied. He immediately applied for an immigration visa to the United States. When he had to leave Switzerland, he spent three months in Paris, where he finally obtained his U.S. entry visa. Jean arrived in the United States in January 1939. He studied English in night school classes, and later took courses at Brooklyn College while holding down a number of odd jobs including tutoring Latin, translating French and German documents, running errands for a dentist, and working as a dishwasher at the Plaza Hotel in New York. In 1942 he was hired as a translator by the U.S. government. He was quickly promoted from Assistant Research Clerk to Deputy Director of the Propaganda Analysis Division of the Office of War Information. In 1945, he was appointed chief of the Translation Branch of the Office of the U.S. General Counsel at the Nuremberg trials of Nazi War Criminals. In 1946, Jean moved to Berlin, once again doing propaganda and policy analysis. In spring 1948, when the blockade of Berlin was initiated by the Russians, Jean directed a radio monitoring unit set up to counter Soviet and Communist propaganda aimed at Germany. On a temporary assignment in Munich in 1947, Jean met his future wife, Stephanie, who was working for Radio Munich. That same year, Stephanie immigrated to the United States. A chance encounter a year later led to their marriage in May 1948 in New York. In 1949, Jean enrolled in a part-time masters program in Sociology at Columbia University while working for the Army Press Office. A few months later he accepted a job as the Chief of the European Unit, Evaluation Branch of the U.S. Department of State, surveying foreign attitudes and communicating to the public. His unit was abolished in 1953. A year later the entire agency transferred to Washington, becoming the U.S. Information Agency (USIA). After a difficult period of unemployment in New York, Jean worked for several years at Harned & Company, in the information-consulting field in Washington, D.C. He traveled a lot, often working very long hours. In 1958 he had his first heart attack. Jean served as a consultant to the Foreign Policy Association and helped design the Great Decisions Program, a program to educate the public on U.S. foreign policy. He moved to the then U.S. Office of Education in 1962, where he stayed for the remainder of his professional career, holding jobs principally in the division that is now the National Center for Education Statistics. One of his proudest functions was to monitor the effectiveness of desegregation in the nation’s schools. Jean served for many years as a clearance officer and was involved in various studies including bilingual education, secondary education trends, and the development of the nation’s public and university library systems. He retired in 1986 at the age of 72. Jean had a full life, despite many health problems that he faced. He suffered additional heart attacks in 1983, 2002, and 2004. He had a thyroidectomy in 1982, broke his hip in 1983, and again in 2004, and had quintuple bypass surgery in 1985. In 2003 he was diagnosed with lung cancer. Yet he hiked in the Alps through his mid-80s. Jean was born Jewish and attended a number of churches, including Manhasset Meeting on Long Island, N.Y., in the 1950s. After Jean and Stephanie moved to Washington, D.C., in 1971, they began to attend meeting on a regular basis. Jean became a member of Bethesda (Md.) Meeting in 1973. Jean served on a number of committees, including Peace and Social Justice, Nominating, Ministry and Worship, Publications, and Oversight. He was particularly involved in the Baltimore Yearly Meeting, serving for many years on the Board of the Educational Funding Resources Committee. Jean also served as an appointee of the yearly meeting on the Board of Sandy Spring Friends School. Jean had an incisive mind; yet he had a quiet gentleness and old world courtliness that endeared him to many. His sense of humor was infectious. He never left a restaurant without knowing where the waiter came from. Jean is remembered for his dedication to his family and for the joy he brought to all who knew him. He is survived by his wife, Stephanie Brandes; and his son, Neal Brandes.

Reilly—Peter C. Reilly, III, 56, on January 27, 2005, at home in Berea, Ky. The son of Elizabeth B. Reilly and George Reilly, Peter was born on February 10, 1948, in Chicago. After graduating from Denison University, Ohio, he earned a Master’s in Business Administration from Harvard University Business School. He obtained conscientious objector status in 1972. In 1979 he and his family moved to Knot County in Kentucky, and in 1986, to Berea. Peter served as a consultant, board member, and volunteer for many organizations in the Appalachian region and beyond. He was a member of Berea Interfaith Task Force for Peace and Appalachian Community Fund (ACF). He served as a member of the board of Funding Exchange (FEX), a national network of organizations that promote “change not charity.” To celebrate his 50th birthday, he completed a coast-to-coast bicycle ride fundraiser for ACF and FEX. Over the years he was involved in several capacities with Appalachian Federal Credit Union and the Human Economic Appalachian Development (HEAD) Corporation. In addition to his work with these organizations, Peter was an activist who devoted much time and energy to peace and social justice efforts, working with Quakers’ Committee on Kentucky Legislation (QCKL), and serving on the regional committee for the Legislative Advocacy Program.
The Meeting School
56 Thomas Road, Rindge, NH 03461

Organic Farm
- rare breeds, active student involvement

Caring Quaker Community
- putting faith into practice in our daily lives

Progressive Secondary Education
- dayboarding, small classes, hands-on learning

email:office@meetingschool.org  (603) 899-3366  www.meetingschool.org

PORTRAITS by Barbara Lewis

Commission a unique portrait in oil for your home or business and 40% of the fee will be donated to the Doylestown Friends Meeting for its new building addition. Trained at the PA Academy of Fine Arts and the "Incarnati Studio" of Nelson Shanks, Ms. Lewis captures the light of her subjects in a classical style. For further information, please call (215) 340-0842 or email barblewis712@comcast.net.

Waldron—Bhettie Waldron, 63, on December 1, 2004, at her sister's home in Lake Park, Fla. Born in Monticello, Fla., on March 23, 1941, to James and Beatrice Waldron, and raised in West Palm Beach, Bhettie lived a rich life in experiences of theater and teaching. She had her stage debut at age three and graduated from Florida A&M University in 1962. Moving to California, she taught school and studied acting at night. During her long career, she entertained troops in Vietnam and appeared on television in programs including Flip Wilson, Sanford and Son, and All in the Family. In 1987 she returned to West Palm Beach and founded the Quest Theater and Institute to showcase African-American actors; she directed, performed, and taught there for nine years. She joined the staff of U.B. Kinsey Elementary School, a magnet school for the arts, to start a drama program. Bhettie joined Palm Beach Meeting in 2000. She was active in the meeting, leading adult forums on creativity and serving on the Ministry Committee. Her vibrant personality and seeking spirit were much loved. She retired in 2002 and became further involved in Toastmasters International and the National Speakers Association. She became a national speaker at speech competitions, specializing in motivational and inspirational talks. She created and performed a popular one-woman show about Zora Neale Hurston called "Loquacious and Bodacious." In the fall of 2004, she attended School of the Spirit, but was unable to continue due to illness. Her 2003 autobiography is entitled From the Madness to the Magnificence: One Black Woman's Poignant, Powerful Experience of Coming of Age Spiritually in the 21st Century. Bhettie is survived by a brother, James Waldron; and two sisters, Mae Frances Shanks, William Conrad Wilson, 84, on March 19, 2005, in West Dumonton, Va.; after an eight-month struggle with lung cancer. He was born on December 6, 1920, in Bridgeport, Pa., the son of William West Wilson and Marie Carlotta (LaVake) Wilson. Raised a Quaker, he lived the first ten years of his life in Bridgeport, and moved in 1930 to the family farm in Valley Forge. During the Depression years, the family lived a self-sufficient lifestyle, often feeding the less fortunate who would help feed the farm for exchange for a few meals. In 1938, after attending local public schools in Pennsylvania, Conrad studied for two years at Middlebury College in Vermont and at University of Pennsylvania for one year until he was drafted for military service. When his CO status was accepted he served in Civilian Public Service for six months in Maryland as part of a workcamp draining old-growth cypress swamps, then at a mental hospital in Middletown, Conn. He gained release from CPS by agreeing to volunteer for American Field Service, an ambulance corps. In 1944 and 1945, he drove an ACS ambulance in Italy. He was serving with the British
Army in 1945 when it liberated Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. In 1999 he wrote that this experience "shook me to the very foundations of my thinking about war and the human condition. For many years I tried to erase what I saw there from my mind. But the sights and stench of Belsen are permanently etched in my memory."

He remained a pacifist throughout his life. He stayed on in Italy with American Friends Service Committee, helping with reconstruction efforts for a little over a year. After returning to the United States, he re-enrolled at University of Pennsylvania and completed a degree in Art History in 1947. He began work on a doctorate in Classical Archaeology, which he never completed. At University of Pennsylvania Museum, he met Barbara Copp, whom he married in 1951. He worked during much of the 1950s for the Foote Mineral Company in Exton, Pa., while he and his wife raised two sons in a small log home built in 1710 that they bought and restored. Leaving his job at Foote Mineral and following his passion for history, he proposed to the local public high school in Berwyn, Pa., an innovative course on local history. The idea was accepted and he taught it for two years, during which time he and his students restored another 18th-century log cabin on the school property, using the building as a focus for their studies. During the '60s and '70s he worked alternately at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and the Chester County Historical Society in West Chester, Pa., retiring in 1977. In 1985, he and his wife moved to Dummerston, Vt. During his 20 years at Deer Run Farm in Dummerston, he pursued his lifelong interest in genealogy and spent much of his time outdoors, tending his extensive woodland landscapes and trail networks. He is remembered as a kind and generous man who was committed to the betterment of humanity and the protection of the environment. Conrad was predeceased by his wife in 1995. He is survived by two sons, Christopher Wilson and Alexander Wilson; six grandchildren; and a brother, William Wilson.

We welcome Milestones from families and meetings. Please include dates, locations, and meeting affiliations of all parties. For death notices, include date/place of birth/death, meeting affiliation, highlights of the person's life as a Friend, and full names of survivors. Please include your contact information. Contact us for full guidelines (see p. 2 for contact information or visit www.friendsjournal.org). Milestones may be edited for clarity and length.
object.) John Spears, in his Viewpoint article, "How would George Fox respond to terrorism?" is rewriting Fox's biography and Quaker history. Fox did not retaliate no matter the provocation and he expected the same of Friends. He did think that magistrates had some legitimate authority but that this authority should be tempered with justice and mercy. And he believed very strongly that they should not bear arms against Friends who live in Christ, who takes away the occasion of wars. Friends were not to pay taxes to the magistrates, not to worship as they dictate, not to bear arms for them, but to pray for their welfare. Fox certainly did not think that magistrates had any authority when it came to matters of conscience.

John Spears is on his own here; George Fox is no help to him.

Fox believed that he was specially called by God and everything he did was with this authority. Friends who wish to make drastic changes in what Quakers believe should make it very clear on whose or what authority they do this.

—Charlotte Williams
Las Cruces, N. Mex.

The Sparklers' prayer

Paul Buckley’s article, "Owning the Lord’s Prayer" (FJ Feb.), is a real gift. It lets the words of the Lord’s Prayer speak to me in a direct and powerful way; they now are more personal and meaningful.

I wanted to share this experience with some of the children in our meeting. I am currently teaching the Sparklers (four-, five-, and six-year-olds). We did a modified version of Paul’s exercise with great success. There was much appreciation when I read the children’s prayer aloud after worship. I have been encouraged to share their words with JOURNAL readers. They are as follows:

**The Sparklers’ Prayer**

Our kind, peaceful, loving friend, who is everywhere, including the clouds and inside our hearts,
We love you.
You are in our hearts.
Help us to be kind, nice, playful, peaceful, gentle, and good.
We don’t want to be mean or hurtful.
Let us have enough to eat, and help us to share with others.
Help us to fix things and say I’m sorry when we make mistakes.
Help us find our way.
Help us to do good things.

We don’t want to hurt people or be mean;
we want to help people instead.
We love you.
Your friends, the Sparklers.

I appreciate articles like these, which makes the verses of the Bible more alive and concrete. I hope to see more of them.

—Linda Goldstein
Charlottesville, Va.

**Politics vs. religion**

I have given long thought to John Spears’s letter in the Forum, “Are Republicans not welcome as Quakers?” (FJ Feb.). I am not, as it happens, a Republican—but then, neither am I a Democrat. I feel unwelcome, too, and I am a lifelong Friend. I was a Quaker long before politics meant anything to me. I chose my party because of my Quakerism. But I am inclined to think that a large majority of Quakers today did the other way around, and came to Quakerism because of their politics. I have heard many say so. Spears says, “It feels almost like a creed: if you are not a left-leaning Democrat, you don’t really belong in the Religious Society of Friends.” It is a creed. It is not a religious creed, but a political one. A creed that admits of atheism, whereas Quakerism does not, and cannot.

So the issue is not the particular political party, but the fact that it is political at all. Politics is de facto worldly, whereas Quakerism is a religious creed. And Quakerism today is heavily biased towards worldly affairs.

In a larger sense we see this primacy of politics over religion in the lack of care that is given to the fundamental ideas of Quakerism. "Oh, I’ve picked it up here and there" is not good enough. Quakerism is not difficult, but it isn’t trivial, either. It needs more than a reading of Faith and Practice. It is a rare Friend, however, who has done even so much as that. It is no surprise that business meetings often stray into outright politics. Forgive them, for (literally) they know not what they are doing. But if they know not what they are doing, and if they are Quakers, then they ought to know that they know not, and should take the time to ask, to read, to study, to think, and to learn what they need to know. And if they do not, then it is the duty of elders to help them.

When people are in darkness, it is our duty as experienced Quakers to remind them gently and persistently of the Light that is within them. For the Light is shining...
Before we buy their shares, we want them to share our values.

Pax World Balanced Fund
Average Annual Total Returns (12/31/04)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1-year</th>
<th>5-year</th>
<th>10-year</th>
<th>20-year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-year</td>
<td>13.39%</td>
<td>3.09%</td>
<td>11.74%</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance data quoted represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be higher or lower than the data quoted. For most recent month-end performance information visit www.paxworld.com.

We refused to invest in a retail giant because they sold rugs made by children.
We divested our position in a Silicon Valley company because of the increased volume of their Defense Department business.
We intentionally invest in community development banks that work in low-income minority areas.
What would you expect of us? We were founded during the Vietnam war by ministers who felt it was wrong to own a company that made napalm. From that day to this, our principal has followed our principles.
We now have four socially responsible funds. All have a low ($250) minimum initial investment.

You should consider a fund's investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. For a free prospectus that contains this and other important information please call or visit our web site. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.

PAX WORLD MUTUAL FUNDS
Principles + Performance.
1-800-767-1729 www.paxworld.com

Do you have a young Friend going off to college?

FRIENDS JOURNAL is a wonderful way for young friends to stay connected to Quaker thinking and values, while away at college.

In the din of dorm life, or as a breather during studying for finals, FRIENDS JOURNAL can offer quiet moments of reflection or stimulate a line of thought worth pursuing.

An added bonus for students: our classified and display ads offer opportunities to pursue education at Quaker schools, Quaker scholarships, and volunteer opportunities. Graduates can find Quaker job openings.

Student school-year subscriptions run from October to May or November to June and are offered at the special rate of $22 (save 45% off the cover price). Orders must be received by September 9 to insure receipt of the October issue. Offer expires December 2005.

I want to send a student subscription. Enclosed is $22.

Send to:
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Account #__________ Expiration Date ________

For faster service go to www.friendsjournal.org
or call (800) 471-6863
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in the darkness, and the darkness cannot get around it. There is always a place where the Light peeps through and it is that for which we must look. That is the place where we can reach through to them. There are enough of us left to do the job, if we but accept the responsibility of doing it.

—Anne H. Allen
Bennington, Vt.

Animal agriculture serves an important purpose

With one percent of the nation farming, it is difficult to get any agriculture-related issue printed with a farmer's point of view. We can trace our family heritage back to the 1670s and being involved in agriculture. We were dairy farmers, after being hog farmers, and have had several agriculture-related jobs and have been involved in volunteer agriculture organizations.

We soon became aware of the personality of the different animals during our childhood. We were taught to treat all with respect. We also enjoyed working with the creation of all of nature. Growing food for the animals took most of the growing season and feeding them was an important part of each day's chores. Are we sure that those animals we have nurtured were not put here for the purpose of nurturing our bodies?

In 2005 the world has changed from that of our grandparents. People expect anything they buy to be cheap. That has made it so that it is far more profitable to sell to developers than to continue to farm at a loss. Southeastern Pennsylvania has some of the finest farmland in the world. It makes us agonize when one more farm turns into another development. We are close to the market of much of the United States. Should we not be concerned where our food comes from?

Animals serve a purpose in the food chain. It seems ironic to us that many want the wolves, a predator, to return to areas, but they want to be vegetarian. Much of the population is concerned with osteoporosis.

It has been proven that the best source of calcium is in dairy products. Meat has many nutrients that we do not get from vegetables. We read many theories that disagree with these facts, but that often are not backed with research. Farmers do care for their animals. Those veal that are pictured in "Are Animals Our Neighbors?" by Gracia Fay Ellwood (FJ April) look healthy and are probably close to market age. Bull calves are not useful to the farms, as bulls become dangerous when grown.

How can the farmland be regenerated without the animal waste? In our grandparents' era erosion was a large issue on the farms. Much change in farming practice was fostered keeping the soil in place despite eroding rainstorms of two inches or more. Those heavy rains do take soil and organic matter with them. As stewards of the Earth farmers do want to make the land and animals they care for better than what they started with.

Breeding of animals has changed significantly. The breeding stock of all breeds is changing to meet market demands. No longer do we desire the fat hog of our grandparents, or the low-milk-producing cow, as she is not economical. The completely lean animal is desired, despite the fact that with a little fat the meat is tenderer.

Most milk cows are not in love with their offspring after they have been with them for a number of days. We have observed that once the colostrum is fed to the calf for the first feeding, she is ready to get back to the routine of being with the herd, while the farmer cares for her calf. A fresh cow normally has her milk withheld from the market for five milkings, until the colostrum is gradually gone from the milk. This colostrum milk is usually fed to the calves. I often think of one of our best cows, who produced over 100 pounds of milk daily. One year she was determined to have her calf in our neighbor's cornfield, despite our constantly fixing the fence and hoping she would stay for the night. We looked for her but could not find her the next morning until she came in without the calf after two days. She needed to be milked, as the calf could not possibly handle all of the milk she had available. It was another four days before the calf was found in the cornfield. He was still alive, but the cow had no desire to be with him. Fortunately we had another fresh heifer and he was fed her milk and grew to be a healthy steer.

If we decide to stop having poultry, fish, bovines, and hogs on the farms we will destroy an important part of the U.S. economy and make it more difficult for native animals to find a place to survive. Much of the world depends on agriculture as being the main industry. Animal agriculture does serve a purpose in our health and in keeping the land in place and productive.

Compassion is important on farms. If we consider being vegetarians, can we say with all certainty that vegetation has no feeling? When we pull the weeds from our gardens are we sure we are not hurting the undesired plants? When we harvest the crops are we sure the plants have no feeling? Do we mourn the death of a rat or a fly?

—George P. and Suzanne P. Lamborn
Nottingham, Pa.

A bit part

In response to Gracia Fay Ellwood, "Are Animals Our Neighbors?" (FJ April). Let's not get too serious. Just enjoy the present with selfless compassion while being a teeny weenie part of evolution.

—Nelson W. Babb

Animal welfare: a view from a farm

I have just finished reading "Are Animals Our Neighbors?" by Gracia Fay Ellwood (FJ April). I found much information with which I agree but also some very significant areas of disagreement. She is certainly correct in her disapproval of the "factory veal" producers and others—I hesitate to call them "farmers"—who keep cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry, and other animals in inhumane confinement situations. Farmers should be the first to be concerned about animal welfare and the first to do something about living conditions for livestock held in unnatural ways. I think, though, that she has simplified the issue far too much.

We are sheep farmers who also raise a few beef cattle, a milk cow, and some poultry for our own use. We understand people choosing a vegetarian or vegan diet because of health reasons or because they do not feel that they should consume what they cannot kill themselves. We also eat far less meat than the traditional farm diet contained. Our meals could be described as vegetable based with some home-raised meat, poultry, eggs, and dairy products included. But when vegetarians assume the high moral ground, we have some real problems.

In the first place, there is the issue of exploitation. I have heard the argument that we are exploiting animals when we use their eggs and milk products. I usually think about this issue at three in the morning when I am slumbering through April snow to take care of my shift in the lambing barn. I walk into the airy, well-bedded barn to look for new lambs. I walk down the alleyway, checking the lambs and their mothers in the individual pens along the wall. On the other side of the aisle the groups of ewes that have not yet given birth are comfortably ensconced in large communal pens. They are
I think Gracia Fay Ellwood has gone far from her farm background when she makes the statement that: “Theoretically, it is possible for humans to take some bovine milk without distress to the mother cow or her infant, after a stint of nursing. But there would not be much, and when the calf is weaned, the milk would run dry.” We milk a Jersey cow for ourselves and for some of our friends. Pasturing on mixed grasses, she gives enough milk for her calf and for our use, including butter and cheese that is sufficient for our needs while she is dry several weeks before each calving. The problem is not to keep her milking. It is difficult to dry her up to give her some needed rest before the new lactation.

As far as the statement Gracia Fay Ellwood quotes from Jim Mason concerning the factory veal calves that are “so desperate for their mothers’ teats” that they will “reach out to try to suckle on a finger or hand that comes within reach of their crates”: Anyone who has spent time around cattle knows that any calf that is relatively tame will suckle fingers, arms, faces, or anything within reach after feeding, whether the calf has nursed its mother or sucked a bottle or drunk from a pail. One of the small calves we have in the barn right now leaves his mother after he has eaten and, kicking up his heels, runs directly to the horse stall, where he begins to suck the tolerant old mare’s leg. He is about the furthest thing from factory-crate-fed veal that you could find, but he will suck anything. It is in the nature of a calf to do so. It reminds me of children who suck their thumbs. They are certainly not all deprived youngsters.

All of us make moral statements the moment we put anything in our mouths or purchase any product. If one embraces vegetarianism on moral grounds, there is much more to consider than the killing of lambs, pigs, or cattle. If that is the entire issue, then there is no justification for using any animal product, and I believe there are few who are diligent enough in their perusal of the items they purchase to not compromise in this way. Swatting a fly or mosquito then becomes an ethical problem, too. Omnivorous have an additional problem if they defend their choice on moral grounds. The production of eggs and dairy products necessarily involves breeding the resulting "excess" animals. What's to be done with them?

And, if you choose not to wear leather shoes made by factory workers in Germany for example, who receive living wages for...
The Healing Racism Group of Lancaster Monthly Meeting is cooperating with the School District of Lancaster to recruit teachers of color. Lancaster is a diverse community and offers a spiritually thriving, socially active Meeting.

Interested teachers call Brian Hernon at 717 295-3706.

Friends Journal offers the classic book

**BENJAMIN**

*The Meetinghouse Mouse*

by Benjamin, as told to Clifford Pfeil, with illustrations by John D. Gummere

If you remember the Benjamin stories in past issues, you will be happy to share them—now in book form—with your children, grandchildren, and Friends!

Look for Benjamin in Friends bookstores or order directly from Friends Journal:

Please send me copies of Benjamin @ $6.00 each, plus $2.00 shipping and handling ($3.50 for shipping and handling outside U.S., Canada, and Mexico). My check is enclosed.

Name _________________________________

Address _________________________________

City __________________________ State _______ ZIP _______

Country, if other than U.S. __________________________

Please mail to FRIENDS JOURNAL, 1216 Arch Street, 2A, Philadelphia, PA 19107-2835.

If any questions please call (215) 563-8629.

---

**FCOR**

**FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON OUTWORLD RELATIONS**

**IN OUR ELEVENTH YEAR, WE BRING A CHALLENGE**

At the 2005 Annual Gatherings of Southern Appalachian Friends (SAYMA) on June 9–12 and of Friends General Conference, July 2–9, FCOR expects to exhibit a small demonstration model of a Motionless Electromagnetic Generator (MEG) that draws energy from surrounding space and converts it to electric current. This energy (Zero Point Energy, or ZPE) was discovered a century ago by Nikola Tesla, only to be cloaked in secrecy. It is also the energy used to propel the ships of the ET visitors, which is a factor that made it known. Our primitive MEG is a replica of one made elsewhere, proved workable, and put on the Web by the inventor. FCOR offers this, to inspect, appraise, learn about, and to encourage Friends to decide on our calling regarding this developing new technology, capable of replacing all fossil fuels or nuclear fission, and changing our civilization. Seek out our display and Interest Group at both Gatherings, or contact FCOR by mail, telephone, or e-mail. WE INVITE YOUR PRESENCE AND SUPPORT.

FCOR – 227 Edgewood Road, Asheville NC 28804; Telephone 828-664-0550

E-mail – FCOR@main.nc.us

---

**There is a pecking order in nature**

The article in April by Gracia Fay Ellwood, “Are Animals Our Neighbors?” made me want to drop my subscription since we are dairy farmers and all our money for FRIENDS JOURNAL, yearly meeting, and our monthly meeting comes from the dairy industry. My husband is more Quakerly than I and says, “No, we won’t do that.”

I was born on a farm; my husband came home from a hospital birth to live on a farm. We are still farmers and have been in business together almost 50 of our nearly 70 years. Things and ways have changed since we were small. Now we are exclusively dairy with a fun horse and a couple of fun oxen.

We grew up with very small numbers of their work, but decide to buy cheaper shoes of synthetic products, often made by people in sweatshops in other parts of the world, do you not have a moral dilemma? Child labor to produce goods is also a huge problem. Exploitation of human beings is not a good tradeoff.

It is interesting to us, as organic farmers, that some of our vegetarian friends are not all hesitant to ask us for a load of composted sheep or cow manure for their gardens.

Maintaining fertility is much easier if animal wastes are included. In *An Agricultural Testament* by Sir Albert Howard, the relationship between the plant and animal world, which is Nature’s model, is thoroughly explained. From Shakespeare, in *Romeo and Juliet*, we read that: “The Earth, that’s Nature’s Mother, is her tomb; What is her burying grave, that is her womb.”

Whether one chooses to use animal products or not is certainly a personal decision. During this year, with the focus on stewardship of the Earth, both sides of such issues need to be examined. While I found much of worth in Gracia Fay Ellwood’s article, as a farmer who believes deeply in animal welfare and the humane treatment of livestock, I also felt that her personal choice prevented her from seeing more than one side of this situation. Eating locally to avoid huge energy costs inherent in long-distance transportation, knowing “our” farmer, and eating food that has been produced without use of harmful chemicals are all goals to be pursued if one is to ask God or any power of goodness within us to bless that which sustains us.

—Betsy Erickson

Tustin, Mich.

Summerfield, N.C.
Quakers have room for diversity

What is the value of being ordinary? We often begin our meeting for worship with a reading. Recently a reading suggested that we are called to risk nonconformity, to be a little crazy as we follow the call of faith wherever it leads.

During that meeting I thought about St. Francis talking to animals and dancing naked in the public square. And then I thought about my grandpa. My dad’s father worked as a janitor in a factory that made cardboard boxes. He and Grandma raised nine children during the Depression. He was a quiet man. I doubt that he ever danced naked anywhere.

Grandpa was a committed Christian gentleman, but his faith was never daring or nontraditional. He was an ordinary guy. I believe that the streets of heaven are filled with ordinary people like him. Those of us who struggle with the call to resist the values of our culture may be tempted, at times, to overlook the value of being ordinary. Is there room in our Religious Society for a hardworking family man who has little interest in politics of any kind?

I believe the church is big enough to hold both Grandpa and St. Francis. I believe that our faith can tolerate diversity. St. Paul is famous for writing in 1 Corinthians about the shining power of faith, hope, and love. In our hurry to flip through the pages to get to the 13th chapter of that letter, it would do us well to stop and read the 12th chapter also. There, St. Paul reminds us that the Spirit gives us each different gifts. He reminds us that the church is a body with many different parts, all of which are necessary.

—Jim Smit
Marquette, Mich.

---

Sally and Bill Moore
Chatham, Pa.
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Pendle Hill Pamphlets are timely essays on the futures of Quaker life, thought, and spirituality, readable at one sitting. Subscribe to receive six pamphlets/year for $20 (US). Also available: the pamphlet published previously by Pendle Hill, 800-742-3150 ext. 2 or <bookstore@pendlehill.org>.

The Treat Association of Friends
(founded: 1616)
Offers pamphlets and books on Quaker faith and practice. 1515 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102-1475; <www.treatassociation.org>; phone (215) 357-3977; e-mail: <treat@comcast.net>.

The Peaceable Table, successor to The Friendly Vegetarians, a monthly online journal for vegetarian Quakers and others. Articles, recipes, book and film reviews, letters. <www.vegetarianfriends.net>.

Free Quaker Pamphlets
Older Pendle Hill Pamphlets, Quaker Universalists, William Penn Lectures, for study groups, workshops, educational programs, individual journeys.<http://pamphlets.quaker.org>


You're in good company with Friends United Press authors, including Douglas Steere, Howard Thurman, Delaney Newman, John Punshon, Tom Mullan, Doug Gwyn, Louise Wilson, Will Cooper, T. Carby Jones, E. Ellen Trout Jones, and, of course, George Fox, John Woolman, and William Penn. Inspiration, humor, fiction, and history that you take to the roots of Quaker beginnings, belief, and the Quaker Way. $11.20-A Quaker Hill Drive, Richmond, IN 47074 for a free catalog or call (800) 537-8939. <www.lum.org>.

Quaker Books: Rare and out-of-print journals, history, religion, inspirational. Contact us for specific books or titles. Vintage Books, 181 Hayden Rowe Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748. (508) 435-3494. E-mail us at <vintage@lum.org>.

For Sale
noblepiglet.com
fine toys and gifts for children

Events at Pendle Hill
July 10–17: Youth Camp for High School Students
July 10–14: Celtic Spirituality, with Nancy Bieber
July 17–21: Spiritual Dance, with Nancy Bieber
July 22–24: Inquirers' Weekend: Basic Quakerism, with Tracey N. Peterson and Frank Missey
July 24–28: Kado: The Way of Flowers, with Marica Shibata
July 27–31: How to Love This World: Poetry by Hand and Heart, with Rhoda Borstrom and Buddy Palen
July 31–August 4: Paying Attention: The Art of Spiritual Awareness in Daily Life, with Glenn Mitchell
July 31–August 4: The Sacred Ordinary, with Carrie Newcomer

For more information, contact: Pendle Hill, 338 Flush Mill Road, Wallingford, PA 19086-3508; (603) 747-2156, extension 3. <www.pendlehill.org>

Mexico Study/Travel: Join EPIC Tours (formerly Hinshaw Tours) for an in-depth exposure to the cultural, historical, ecological, and global economic issues shapping Mexico. See various approaches to sustainable development and ways to encourage these efforts. Visit Quaker and Memorial projects. October 15–30. For a detailed itinerary: EPIC Tours (803) 747-2536. e-mail: caccip@cd.net.

Costa Rica Study Tours: Visit the Quaker community in Montes de Oca and for a brochure or contact Stan Stuckey; 611 (506) 645-5436; write: Apdo. 46-5655, Monte-verde, Costa Rica; e-mail: <costastudy@cracsa.co.cr>; <www.costastudytours.com>, or call in the USA (520) 264-8694.

Quaker House Ann Arbor has periodic openings in a six-person intentional community based on Quaker principles. (734) 761-7435. <quakerhouse@umich.edu>;
<www.lc.org>.

Quaker Writers and Artists
Join the Fellowship of Writers in the Quarterly, "Types and Shadows." Seeking short fiction and nonfiction, poetry, drawings, B&W photos and NEWS of Quaker artists. Help create a new chapter in Quaker history! Info: FOA, c/o PFM, 1515 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102. E-mail submissions OK. <quakers@fquaerk.org>.

Do you care about the future of the Religious Society of Friends? Support growing meetings and a spiritually vital Quakerism for all ages with a deferred gift to Friends General Conference (request, charitable gift annuity trust). For information, please contact Michael Wolda at FGC, 1216 Arch Street, 2-6B, Philadelphia, PA 19107; (215) 541-1700; <michaelw@fgcquaker.org>.

To consider mountain view retirement property, near a Friends Center, visit <visit@montainfriends.com> or write Roy Joe and Ruth Stuckey, 1182 Homestead Road, Sabina, OH 45169.

Persons
Single Booklovers, a national group, has been getting unattached booklovers together since 1970. Please write P.O. Box 1658, Andalusia, PA 19020 or call (800) 717-5011.

Concerned Singles
Concerned Singles links socially conscious singles who care about peace, social justice, race, gender equity, environment, and the search for simplicity with a desire to learn, grow, and challenge each other. Call 724-564-2252.

The Meeting School
Fall 2005/06 Faculty Openings
40-student alternative Quaker boarding high school, with working farm, seeks dynamic adults with a desire to live, work and teach with students and educators experimentally. Inquire about teaching positions, applying, and how to participate in whole-school decision making. Experienced teaching skills are needed in Math, Science, English and Spanish. Also looking for individuals with experience in Marketing and Development and computer support. Monthly stipend, room, board, medical insurance and benefit package provided. Teaching couples especially desired as well as singles. Contact: Christine Smith, 120 Thomas Road, Rindge, NH 03461; (603) 899-0362; <c.smith@meetingschool.org>.<www.meetingschool.org>.

Penigton (NYC)—Residence Manager
This position will be open August 2005. 25 residents with two visitor rooms, board, salary, and benefits. Ideal for individual or couple. Send letter of inquiry and resume to: Penigton, c/o NYGM, 15 Rutherford Place, New York, NY 10003, or <nygmfriends@netscape.net>.

MMA: Insurance and Financial Services
Are you looking for a career that combines your professional skills and your Christian faith values?
If so, MMA wants to talk with you. We are a church-related organization. Primary mission is to help people manage their God-given gifts. MMA is seeking sales professionals to help provide insurance and financial solutions to individuals and businesses, primarily associated with Christian denominations.

Openings in Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Kansas, Oregon, and other states. Excellent compensation and benefits packages. To learn more, visit <www.mmeonline.org/careers>. Fax or e-mail resume to (734) 537-6685 or <asl@mmeonline.org>.

Real Estate
CAPE COD REALTOR—specializing in the Falmouth and Bourne areas. I will be happy to help my fellow Friends find a special property on the Cape.
Nancy Holland, Coldwell Banker, Joly McBee Weinstet Realty, Inc. Direct Phone Line (508) 307-0767. Fax- e-mail: <ncholland@cape.com>.

Quaker In the Real Estate world offering professional help with selling and buying your home. Minutes from Pendle Hill, Delaworc areas accepted. Questions welcomed! Gloria Todor, (610) 328-4300. Century 21.

Quaker REALTOR specializing in Bucks County, PA., and Mercer County, N.J. Have an opportunity to help you find a property that expresses your values and interests. Mark Fulton, Prudential Fox and Roach Realtors, 83 South Main Street, Yardley, PA 19067. (215) 430-0400 ext. 131.

Rental & Retreats
STUDIO BY THE SEA—BOOTHBABY HARBOR, MAINE Waterfront. To paint, write, or just peacefully relax in beautiful setting inside and out. Walk to village activities—deep sea fishing, whale watching, etc. Call (207) 603-1231.
Consider this charming, historic English Tudor home. Large manor living room with full library and fireplace. Three full and one half bath. Three bedrooms. Large country kitchen with fireplace and updated appliances, including washer and dryer. Fully furnished throughout. Small private beach with private roads for walking or biking, 1 1/2 hour trip from Boston to Providence. 20 minutes to Newport. 4 hours to New York City. Available: August ’05 / monthly, or yearly. Phone: (503) 342-5689—call between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. Pacific time. E-mail: <rrjandy@globalnet.com>.
Bald Head Island, N.C. Panoramic view of ocean, dunes, lagoon, and golf course from four-bedroom, two-bathroom, beautifully furnished house with wraparound deck, two electric fireplaces, 4 miles of beach, championship golf, tennis, croquet, swimming, and fishing. 13,000 acres of maritime wilderness. Many birds and wildflowers. No cars on island. Peaceful, friendly. Rental by day or week. (919) 699-9180.
Tranquil Topsail Island, N.C. New, 2-story house. Three bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, sleeps 6. Overlooks marshlands and Intracoastal Waterway. Two blocks from beach. Pet-friendly dog welcome. Weekly rates: $350-$514 [$625, 1/4-8]; $850*, 8/20-10/1; $750, 10/1-10/29 (MMA $525). Off-season daily, weekend, and monthly. Available. For more information, visit the website: <www.VRBSC.org/31034a>. Call (610) 796-1089, or e-mail <Simplegifts1007@adelphia.net>.
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KENDAL COMMUNITIES
and SERVICES FOR OLDER PEOPLE

Kendal communities and services reflect sound management, adherence to Quaker values, and respect for each individual.

Continuing care retirement communities:
Kendal at Longwood, Grasslands, Kendal Square, Pa.
Kendal at Hanover - Hanover, N.H.
Kendal at Oberlin - Oberlin, Ohio
Kendal at Ithaca - Ithaca, N.Y.
Kendal at Lexington - Lexington, Va.
Communities under development:
Kendal on Hudson - Sleepy Hollow, N.Y.
Kendal at Granville - Granville, Ohio

Independent living with residential services:
Conlon and Cartmel - Kendal Square, Pa.
The Lathrop Communities - Northampton and Easthampton, Mass.

Nursing Care, residential and assisted living:
Barclay Friends - West Chester, Pa.
Advocacy/education programs:
Untie the Elderly - Pa., Restraint Reduction Initiative Kendal Corporation
For information, or call or write: Doris Lambert, The Kendal Corporation, P.O. Box 100, Kendal Square, PA 19148. (610) 388-5651. E-mail: <info@kccorp.kendal.org>


Walton Retirement Home, a nonprofit ministry of Ohio Yearly Meeting since 1944, offers an ideal place for retirement. Both assisted living and independent living facilities are available. For further information, please call Nimor or Diana Kaul at (740) 425-2244, or write to Walton Retirement Home, 1254 East Main Street, Barnesville, OH 43713.

Schools
United Friends School: coed; preschool-8; emphasizing integrated, developmentally appropriate curriculum, after school arts, sports, and music programs. Busing available. 1016 West Broad Street, Quakertown, PA 18951. (215) 338-1733. <www.unitedfriendschool.org>

Sandy Spring Friends School: Five- or seven-day boarding option for grades 9–12. Day school pre-K through 12. College preparatory, upper school AP courses. Strong arts and academics, visual and performing arts, and team athletics programs offered. Approximately 480 students. 140-acre campus less than an hour from Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Md. International programs. Incorporating the principles of Quaker ways of peace. Sandy Spring, MD 20860. (301) 774-7455, ex. 375.<www.ssf.org>

Stratford Friends School provides a strong academic program in a warm, supportive, ungraded setting for children ages 5 to 13 who learn differently. Small classes and an enriched curriculum answer the needs of the whole child. An at-risk program for five-year-olds is available. The school also offers an extended day program; tutoring, and summer school. Information: Stratford Friends School, 1 S. Llondilo Road, Havertown, PA 19083. (610) 445-3144.

Friends School: coed; Pre-K to grade 6; serving center city, Northeast, and most areas of Philadelphia. We provide children with an affordable yet challenging academic program in a small, nurturing environment. Friends School, 1500 Oxford Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124. (215) 533-5366.

Services Offered
Marriage Certificates
- Calligraphy
- Illustration
- Graphic Design
Ahrims Graphics, 24 Cavanaugh Dr., Saugerties, RI 02874. (401) 294-7769 or (888) 475-6219.<www.pennsylvania.calligraphers.org>

Moving? Maybe David Brown, a Quaker real estate broker, can help. Contact him at <davidbrown@mindspring.com>

Quaker lawyer in solo practice available for Estate Planning and Elder and Disability Law issues. Legal services with commitment to Quaker values. Evening and weekend appointments available. Reasonable rates. Call Pam Publici at (215) 483-4661.

Purchase Quarterly Meeting (NYYM) maintains a peace tax escrow fund. Those interested in tax witness may wish to contact us through NYYM, 15 Rutherford Place, New York, NY 10003.

Custom Marriage Certificates, and other traditional or decorated documents. Various calligraphic styles and watercolor designs available. Over ten years' experience. Pam Bennett, P. O. Box 106, Uwchlan, PA 19480. (610) 489-4255. <pam.bennett@netzero.com>

Visit the Quaker Wedding website Recently updated! Prices for illustrated and calligraphy Wedding Certificates realistically hand drawn in colored inks.

Keludakey, gay celebrations of commitment, and non-Quaker examples, ideas, and easy online form for last estimates. E-mail: Jennifer Snow Wolf, at a Friend, for sample. <snowwolf@att.net>. We don't spam. Allow one month for finished artwork.

Senior Solutions: Retired pastoral psychotherapist can provide assessment and treatment plans; facilitate relocation; nurse/post-hospital care/hospice; and travel companionship. Contact: Kay Beinbridge, M.A., (610) 296-3489.

H.FREEMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
H.FREEMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
H.FREEMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
H.FREEMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
H.FREEMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
501 East Main Street
Carmel, IN 47332
317-262-9610
HFreeman@SBCGlobal.net

Consulting services for educational institutions and non-profit organizations. Fundraising. Capital campaign pags. Planned giving. Recent clients include liberal arts colleges, seminaries independent schools, social service agencies. Pender Hill, etc., and many other Friends organizations. <www.Hfreemanassociates.com>
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Summer Camps

Journey's End Farm Camp is a farm devoted to children for sessions of two or three weeks each summer. Farm animals, gardening, nature, ceramics, shop.

Night Eagle Wilderness Adventures, in Vermont's Green Mountains, is a unique, primitive summer camp designed to teach boys and girls 7-12 years to rely on their own ingenuity. Through community living and group decision making, campers learn to live and play together in a spirit of cooperation rather than competition. For 40 boys, ages 10-14. Two, three, and six-week sessions. Please visit our website or phone (802) 627-6139 for more information.

Night Eagle Wilderness Adventures, 33530, Huntsville, AL 35824. Telephone: (256) 837-6327 or write P.O. Box 319, Fairhope, AL 36533. (251) 928-0982.

Summer Rentals

Beautiful Webb Lake in Weld, Maine. Sandy beach, swimming, hiking, or just sitting inside by the Franklin fireplace. Cottage across from Mt. Blue-Stark Park. Full housekeeping, sleeps 8, $375/week. Contact: Bart Cory (207) 774-9371. 159 Brentwood Street, Portland, ME 04103.

Terraced cottage to let in the heart of Robin Hood Country, Nottingly, England. UK £350/week. For further details email: info@algarve.co.uk.

Orchid House, 1216 Arch Street, 2a, Philadelphia, PA 19107-2835. (215) 563-8629 • adsales@friendsjournal.org

www.friendsjournal.org
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New Jersey
APINE’S Mt.-Worship, 10 a.m., 2nd and 4th First Days; intercessory prayer on Fri. 89 and 89. See Note, (809) 843-8487.
ATLANTIC CITY AREA-Bible study 9:30 a.m., worship 11 a.m. All welcome. Contact: 89-28-89-97 or www.acruker.org for calendar. 437-A S. Pitney Rd., Galloway Twp. (Near intersection of Pitney and Jiminy Greens.)
BARNET-Gathering of First day school 10 a.m., 614 East Bay Ave. Welcome to all with open hearts.
CINNAMON-Woodbridge Friends Meeting, 2201 Riverton Rd. Meeting for worship 11 a.m., first day school 10 a.m. (809) 839-7693.
CROSSWICKS-Meeting and First day school 9:30 a.m. (602) 629-7956.
DOVER-RAPID-First day school 11 a.m. (809) 844-7445, 642-6717.
FORDHAM-Hilarion Meeting 9:30 a.m., worship 11 a.m. and First day school 10 a.m. (809) 841-4751.
WOODSTOWN-First day school 9:15 a.m. Meeting for worship 10 a.m. (809) 845-5016.
So. Freehold, (809) 837-5883.
American Friends Service Committee

Quaker values in action

We are grateful for...

... the outpouring of gifts for emergency aid and long-term recovery after the Asian tsunami.

... the meetings and Friends who contributed to the successful national tour of our exhibit, “Eyes Wide Open.”

... the Friends schools and groups that have supported the building and furnishing of schools in Afghanistan.

... the many individuals who make a monthly contribution through the Quaker Service Circle.

... the loyal volunteers who serve in our programs and on our board of directors, the corporation and committees.

... the partnerships that keep the principles of Quaker Service as vital today as when young Friends founded the AFSC in 1917.

Thank you.....

For more information, please go to our website: www.afsc.org

1501 Cherry Street - Philadelphia PA 19102  toll-free 1-888-588-2372